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Prepared by: Ronald C. Arkin, Principal Investigator 
Mobile Robot Laboratory 
College of Computing 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0280 
1. First Year Summary 
We have completed a significant amount of research in the first year of this grant. 
Literature surveys have been conducted leading to the development of new communica-
tion mechanisms. The software simulation environment has been ported and revamped 
yielding extensive simulation studies. These results have attracted considerable atten-
tion within the scientific community and have resulted in two conference publications 
and multiple presentations at a wide range of other research venues. We also now 
have a preliminary working version of the multi-agent software on two of our Denning 
mobile robots and can demonstrate multi-agent teaming on real hardware. 
2 . Specific Progress and Technical Aspects 
Several specific achievements have occurred during the first year of this project: 
• Studies of relevant animal behavior 
A search of the ethological literature was conducted to determine the communi-
cation and social organization strategies present in simple animal systems. This 
resulted in a conference publication cited below. The paper is appended to this 
report. 
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• Enhancement and port of simulation environment to Sun Sparcstations 
Initially the simulation ran on a microvax II. The code was ported to faster 
machines and provided with better user interfaces. It was also redesigned to 
facilitate the testing and simulation of the large numbers of cases required for 
evaluation of competing multi-agent systems. Graphical tools using the public 
domain Khoros system from the University of New Mexico were developed for 
the visualization of results. 
• Extensions to multiple task types 
In addition to the foraging task, we have begun investigating two new tasks. 
These include the consume task, that has potential utility in the context of sim-
ple assembly/disassembly operations on site. We are also looking at a grazing 
task which has utility for sweeping areas in simple cleaning tasks or search and 
rescue/ surveillance operations. 
• Two New Communication mechanisms analyzed 
The project started with an understanding of how tasks could be conducted in 
the absence of communication. We have since implemented and tested state 
communication mechanisms (see paper attached to report) and are now testing 
goal communication mechanisms. The strategy has been to take a minimalist 
approach to communication; starting with nothing and then adding as little as 
possible and assessing its impact on the society's performance. 
• Development of metrics for evaluating competing systems 
Metrics such as total task completion time, average distance covered per robot, 
return steps per robot, and frequency of timeouts are ways in which we quan-
tify the performance of different systems. The IEEE Robotics and Automation 
paper discusses our results in these terms. We are also using the concept of 
superlinear/sublinear performance (A team of N robots performance compared 
to N times the performance of a single robot) as a means for expressing relative 
task-achieving behavior. 
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• Development of Research Methodologies for Designing Multi-agent Systems 
The simulation methodology and means for expressing results provide a basis 
for replication by the research community at large for performance evaluation of 
multi-agent robotic systems of various types. 
• Preliminary port to Denning robots 
The motor control for both the no communication and state communication 
modes have recently been ported to two of our Denning vehicles. Thus we can 
demonstrate preliminary results on our robotic hardware. Work remains to be 
done on the perceptual algorithms to be used to make each robot more self 
contained. 
• Educational Goals 
Educational goals are being met by involving one Ph.D. student in the research 
{Tucker Balch) and having a local minority High School Teacher (Ms. Donna 
Marsh) participate in the research in the summer of 1993 as part of the Georgia 
Industrial Fellowship for Teachers Program (GIFT) - National Science Founda-
tion Research Opportunity Award Program (EHR). 
3. Exceptional Conditions 
No significant unusual conditions were present to impede the progress of the re-
search. The biggest concerns at this point involves the robot demonstrations. In 
particular, the potential for RF interference during communication between multiple 
active robots as well as sonar interference, although this has not proven to be a signif-
icant problem to date. 
4. Other Relevant Data 
4.1 Technical papers produced 
Although it is early in the project, we have produced two research papers already 
from the preliminary results obtained in this project. Copies of the these papers are 
appended to this report. 
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• Arkin, R.C., Balch, T., and Nitz, E., "Communication of Behavioral State in 
Multi-agent Retrieval Tasks", Proc. 1999 IEEE International Conference on 
Robotics and Automation, Atlanta, GA, May 1993, Vol. 3, pp. 588-594. 
• Arkin, R.C. and Hobbs, J.D., "Dimensions of Communication and Social Organi-
zation in Multi-Agent Robotic Systems", From animals to animats 2: Proc. 2nd 
International Conference on Simulation of Adaptive Behavior, Honolulu, HI, 
Dec. 1992, MIT Press, pp. 486-493. 
4 .2 Presentations of Research 
This research additionally has been or will be discussed at several other workshops 
or conferences: 
• Confer ence on Prerational Int elligence, "Cooperating Multi-agent Reac-
tive Robotic Systems: Experimenting with Autonomous Agents", University of 
Bielefeld, Germany, Nov. 1993. 
• IJCAI W orkshop on Dy namically Interacting Robots, Panel Discussion 
(moderator and presenter) on Communication in Multi-agent Robotic Systems, 
19th International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Chambery, France, 
Aug. 1993. 
• 1993 N SF Coordina tion Theory and Collab oration Technology Work-
shop , July 1993, Arlington, VA. 
• 1993 I EEE I nternat ional Confer ence on Robotics and Automation, 
"Birds do it (flock), Bees do it (swarm), Even Educated Fleas Do it (Circus)", 
workshop on "Needs for Research in Cooperating Robots", Atlanta, GA, May 
1993. 
Georgia Tech has also produced a press release regarding this research which is 
appended to the report. 
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Dimensions of Communication and Social Organization in 
Multi-agent Robotic Systems 
Ronald C. Arkin and J. David Hobbs 
College of Computing 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Ge9rgia 30332-0280 
CommuicatioD, 80Cial orauizatioD, Wk trpe ud COID-
pexity are defiDiD& cbaract.eriatia of a m1llti-~o~eat .yet.em. 
Ia this paper, extellliou of ed11ema-bued reactive aaYi&atioD 
are preeeuted u a buil for coutract.ill& m1llti-robot eocietiea. 
A. hu been our traditiou, etholopcal .tudiea prcrride lli&•if-
icut i.ui&ht.a iDto t.he way iD which robotic IJite!Da C&D be 
.tractured. An ualyaia of relnut uimal bUaYior, a deliD-
eation of the di.meDaioua of malti-&&ot .yate.ma, a d.aiptiou 
of the overall project ud am1llati011 resuJta t.o dat.e coutit11t.e 
· the body ofthla paper. The mult.,.robot testbed 011 which tlae 
resulta of this atady will be deployed ia allo d.aibed. 
1 Introduction 
Wult._~o~eut robotic .yatema laold bemeadou po&aatial for 
applicatioua iD huardoua ud d)'Jlamic earironmeuta, •pe-
cially iD partially modeled or umodeled worlda. Situtioua 
fouud iD apace exploratiou, udenea coutnctiou, aaclear 
wute mu&&emeut ud re&dor maiDt.euuce, all could beuefit 
&om the development of efrective t.eama of robota coordiDat-
iD& their efl'orta towarda a common coal. Typical problema 
would iDdude euch thin&• u retrieval, simple coutnctiou 
wks, roatille deu.i.D& ud hiahin&, etc. 
We have previoualy demoutrated (3] that cooperatiou be-
tween robotic &&eut.a is pouible evo iD ihe aheeuc:e of com-
munication. Althouch t.eamin& cu OCC1ll' uder theee co11d._ 
tiona, it doa not mean that the re...altut work is aeceaar-
ily dlicient. There are muy d.imeuiou to tlae &eamiD& of 
malti-&&enta that require li&nifiC&Dt additioual .tady. Tlaeee 
iDdude the role ud atractare of commuication iD tlaeee .Y• 
t.ema, IOCiaJ .tncture ud or&uizatioD &mODI &.Jae &&enta, 
the uture of the wk to be a.ccompli.daed, ud tlae dpamia 
of the W&et eu.Uoumot. 
This paper dacribea u ou-&oiD& raearcla project fuded 
by the Natioual Sc:ieuce Fo1111datiou 011 cooper&Uo11 ud com-
maDication iD m1llti-&&ellt reactive robotic .,atema. 01lr ~ 
.earch hu lou& beeu iDilueuced b7 parcholopcal, aellrolci-
utific ud etholopcal couideratiou (5,6,'7]. TU tread COli-
tinea iD oar m1llt.,.&&eDt .tadr. Stadiea iD uimal bUaYior 
ud commuicatiou provide modela ud iJIIi&hta that are be-
ill& ued to form1llate implemot&tiou 011 real robotic laud-
ware. It ahould be reco&nised that tlae &oal of ou r.ea.rch is 
to produce iDt.elli&eDt uto11omou acota ud aot aecaaar-
il7 to be faitkf1ll to the biolopcal moclell apoa wlaiclll mad 
of oar .uat,epea are bued [6,'7]. To &.laat ad, we are._ 
c:oaCIUIIIed with the biolopcal idelit7 of etlaolo&ical mocle:J. 
thu tlaeir po&aatial uefulJaaa for atrapolatioa to robo.X 
IIJSl.eml. We do aot att.empt to reproclac:e adaal uimal be-
laaYioral patt.el'lll, bat rather look towarda thoee eyst.ema for 
desip iupiratioa (aot replicatiou) ia ou tobot.ic .,..wma. 
Tlaia paper ia .tractved u foUowa. Sectio11 2 pro-rid• a 
brief reYiew of related work ill tobotic: malt.i-~o~eat .,..tema, 
foUowed b7 u o-teniew of ou eclllem~bued (bela&Yioral) 
metJaodoJos,y for robot CIODtroJ. Sectioa I n"~ nJnut 
uimaleocial bUaYiora ud CIDIIUDuicatioa .yatema ia tb 
cout.at. Sectiou 4 deiCI'ibea the reee&rd el'ort ud res1llte to 
dat.e ud cliecules tbe t&r&et laardware &eltbed uia& S Do-
aiD& Mobile Robota. A S1liiUDU'J ud Couduiou .aioa 
completes this paper. 
2 Related Robotics Research 
The field of robotia ia nilllar&el7 coac:eatratill& oa tlae iln• 
of ein&)e ~o~eat per{ormuce. A limited a11mber of r.e&rclera 
hn performed 80me work iD the area of m1lltiple coordiaated 
&&ent.a; this eectioD re\'iewa 80me of their propaa t.o dat.e. 
Fuhda'a pioueeriD& work 011 malti-acot .yatema led t.o 
tlae denlopmot of tbe CEBOT 111t.em [1'7], a collect.ioa 
of het.eroseueou ~o~eata capable of aaembli.n& theruel•• at 
na-time. A more receut paper [32] deiCI'ibea a »eruclaical 
comm1111icatiou aetwork between tlae dilparat.e acote. 
Uat&ric (23] is .tad)'in& tuk per{ormuc:e ill a popalatioa 
of twe11ty laomoseueou mobile robote. Tub nclll M laom-
ill&, tockiD&, ud puck aatheriD& are beia& examiaed. Tlaia 
111t.em ia coutracted withiD tlae COIIIl.ext of tlae Ahnmp&ioa 
uchitec:t1lre, a bUaYiorally-orieated reactin .,..t.em. 
Belli ud Backwood (20] dacribe a malti-acut .,..t.em 
which ro•e:llel the abilitr to rediltribat.e ...m, elaDeata 
witlain a colour. Altbou&h aot ported t.o a real robotic .,..t.em 
Jet, ther illdicat.e that fatue work recud.ia& commuicatiou 
would eahuce per{ormuce ill tlaeir circ1llatiD& IW&rm model. 
Noreila lau dneloped u architec:t•re capable of Apport.-
illl& m1lltiple mobile robota ill lluardou ea'riroameuta [26] 
whiclll lau bee11 implemeated 011 two iadoor mobile tobota. 
Tlae Gofer project at Staaford UaiYenity [12] ia•ol•ea a aore 
traditio11al plu11er uia& A • eeucla to coordiaat.e three ill-
door mobile robote CYJer a road aetwork. Sqibara ud Suaki 
(31] d.cribe a lim1llatio11 method for maltiple mobile robota 
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. to Kline ftliou formaiiou. lii1Jer (2-4] ct.cribe. a po&a-
tial ap~ olmuluple readive 10bota for ue ba pl&De-
tary auf.acz ....... 
TU raeud uu il Procn-iD& rapidly oa IIWlJ aae~~t 
froata. TH aamplel above an merely repr-..eat&Uve ol ~e 
Juae body ol oa-aoiD& work ba ~ ield. 
ne eclta .. -bued approacll for mobile robot hdaYior, de-
ftloped ia ou laboratory, il rniewed below prior to ita d»-
CUiioa ia tM a.ie:xt olmul~aceat ~-
2.1 Schema-based Reactive Control 
Sdlema llleory (2] pro'rid• a fnilful m~odolocJ for imple-
meatiq a bebrior-bued 10botic .,Item. 1&ia m~odoiOI)', 
.troa&ly iat•eaced by work iJa copitin p.yclaolO&Y (28,29], 
... beu deftloped bato a modular behaYior-bued COiltrol 
.yltem for aobile 10bota (4). 
Motor ecltemu form tile buia for aD acti-rity of ~e 
10bot: ad motor ecllema correspond• to a primiuve be-
•a-rior. A wide ruce of .c:bemu bu been developed illdud-
iq move-•&oal, move-ahead, ata)'-on-path, d~. 
aoiM, aYOid-statle-ot.tacle, dod&e, eecape, ud eo on. 
neee ud olber beba-riora an deecribed Ua more detail ill 
(4,8,9,10]. 
Each bd.aYior il concurrutly active, producia& a .U.&le 
ftlocity vector ill reaponae to ita perc:epuon of ~e aviron-
meat. Perceptual .c:bemu claunel tile requiaite perceptual 
iaforma&.i011 for eacb motor .c:llema to perform ita tuk. Thia 
partitionia& ol perceptual activity Ol! tile buia of motor be-
h-rioral Hed il referred to u odion-oriented percqtion [5]. 
Each illdividual vector il aummed ud aormalized ud ~e 
reav.lt traumitted to tile robot for uecution. Thia atimulua-
reaponae reaction aaur• timely reapolllt to clau&iJI& uvi-
IOilmental condit.iou. Effective 10bot navi&at.ion llu been 
demoutrated iD a wide-ranee of domaiDI illdudbac illdoor 
office buildin&•· outdoor campu1 eeUin&•· muufacturin& u-
vironmenta, ud ill aimulation for anderaea ud aero.pace 
applicat.iou ud roach terrain (4,8,9,5]. 
For tile aaJr.e ol completen.-, formulation• for ~neral of 
&lae motor acbemu ueed ill tbe aimulauon atudi• follow: 
• Move-•&oal: Move towards a perceptually clia-
cernible aoal. 
v_,_;, .. - fixed &aiD value 
v.redieR- ill direc&.ion towarda perceived &oal 
• Nobe: a rudom vector ued for exploration ud to 
circulveat certaiD p10blem.a UIOCiated witb po&atial 
ie)dJ .etloch (4,14]. 
v_,_;, .. - fixed &aiD value 
v._.,,_- rudom direction for a . 
pvea time perail&ace 
• AvoJHtatle-ot.taele: A repv.laion il &aerated by a 
de~ barrier to mot.ion: 
0 fo~ i > S v..,....... I:••Gfo~ R<i~S 
oo fo~ l~ R 
•~ere: 
S- Spbere of baluace (ndial ateat of 
force from ~e cater of tle oha.ade} 
R • Radiu of oha.ade 
GaGaiJl 
d • Diataace ol robot to cater oloa.&ade 
v • ...-_- aloq a lille from robot to cater of 
ot.tade aoviq awl.)' from oa.&ade 
£ada active dema, at ea.cla point ia t.ime, paeta&ea a 
.U.&le •elocit7 vector wlaicb il combined witb &lae o.tpata of 
&lae o&ller active eclaemu to rieJd &lae pa. motion of &lae 
10bot. No memory of ~e aviroameat il iavol•ed at &Ilia 
level - &lae 10bot react~ to ita immediate perceptiou ba a 
muller couil&at witb ita &oalJ. T~e aet renlt il iateJli&ent 
emercent aa'fi&ational belaa-rior. 
3 Behavioral Aspects Relevant 
to Multi-Agent Systems 
In order to procl•ce cft'ed.ive mul~aceat 10botic .,..temJ we 
fed that it il importut to atudy bioJocical.,atem.a im. Ia-
ai&hta &aiDed tbiOu&b ~eee atudies cu oftea be applied to 
10botic .,.tems [5,6,7). b particlllar, we look to etlaolosial 
atudiea of commuication ud eoc:ial oqani&atioa ia aaimal 
croupa u potential models for m1ll~10bot .,..tems. Five 
particv.lar uua an atudied: .,mm reliability, eoc:ial cqani-
u.tioll, COIIliD11n.icaUon, mul~aceat 8e&rCiaia& ud coordiaa-
tion. 
Tbe iD&at of thia atudy il to provide an ude:ntudia& ol 
botb tbe d.imenliou of tbe eolution apace for tuJr.-adievia& 
10botic eoc:ieU., ud illdicatiou of po&atial fuaible eolu-
tiona within tbat apace. It il aecell&r)' to uderatand ~e 
nriabl• wlaicb aft"ed. multi-acent performuce. Aa ~u beu 
our tradiuon, we firat look towards biolopcal .,mM to PIO" 
'ride a buil for our .,,tem development. Tbe inai.&hta &aiDed 
lrom theee atudi• cu auilt ill u efficient eeardl of ~e mul~ 
dimenaiollallpace illvolved ill coutnc:tin& efficient ud dec-
live multi-acent eoc:ie&.i•. Thia aectioll, &lau, detail~ upectl 
of uimal belaavior whicb we believe to bve p«Matial atil-
ity ill tbe dcaip of multi-acellt .,.tem.a. Tu material il of 
aeceaity &erae, ud it abould be recopiled tlat it il pre-
eented from &lac viewpoiat of a robotic:iat aad aot tlat of 
u etbolociJt. From a hiolocical perapective, macla ... beat 
boiled away or overlooked, but to a 10boticiat, &laeee aample 
poiata cu pro'ride ue!ul illformation u ailtace proofa of 
fnctioni.Jl& multi-acent .,atem.a ud to eerve, to a depee, u 
desi&n pidelia• and aveau• for aperimatal aPoratioa 
ia m1llti-acellt 10botica. 
An oveJ"Yiew of eeveral dift"ereat d.imeuiou wlaa caa af.. 
feet tbe desip of multi-aceat 10botic ayatau Wlowa. 
a.l System Reliability 
Syatem relit.bility, defined u tlae probability tlat tle .,.tem 
cu act correctly, il clilculed by Wilaon (34] reaardin& IIOilP' 
aonald C. Arkin and J. David Hobbs 
olu". Be draws the aaalou bet wee the dsip of parallel-
lelies .,.tau ftom eqiaeerin& ~the nli&bility of aaimal 
eociaJ ~- Whu a compoaeat f.aila ia a eaia .,.tan, 
tMa tle wlaole .,atem Wla. 0. the otlaer laud, il a com-
,_ut J.a. iD a parallel-eeries .,nan, aaotlaer compoaeat 
caa take D"er. Wiboa pro~ a t1aecnem t1aat ncluducy 
llliloUi J. at low le.ela rather tlau at ~er oqaaiaa&ioaal 
leftla. For iaatuc:e, a more reliable .,.tan will emer&e wlau 
illctiYiclaal robo" rather thu wllole &ea.ma of robo" are~ 
tludut. 
w-. allo arpes t1aat t1ae acaa" mut perform aboYe a 
artaiD OIIIDpeteac:e le.el for work:i.q iD poupe ~ be hea• 
lcial. ~y. t1ae ace•" mut laave a eenaiD apt.it•de at 
.._kill& qether for tlae teamwork ~ pay otr. A Ui'rial a-
uaple il two robo" wllicll are UJi.D& ~ move t1ae AIDe item 
ia two difereat diredioaa. A more plauible problem woaJd 
J. two robou wllich are propammed ~ retrine objed.a iD 
••tuJly hrmf-.1 waya, nch u ODe robot liftiD& u object 
wla.ile t1ae other attempu ~ draa it. If they do aot hn a 
Cenai. OIIIDpeteDc:e at worJcin& qether, tJaeD tJae overall ~ 
liability fll accomplialliD& the tuk will be lower thu il tlaey 
were wartiD& iDd.iYidually. 
3.2 Social Organization 
A aatual desip deciaioD iDvolves laow tlae acea" nollld be 
orpailed. Animal societ.ies are or&aniud iD muy waya (Wil-
DOII lau eatabliahed 10 •qualitiea of sociality• ud l>eqener 
lau clebed over 40 catqoriea of uimal aoc:ietiea {33}). So-
cial aetworb are o11e of the moat aatu.ral waya for lallJDua ~ 
tllink oiiOcial atructures. The uaipmeDt of caatea or types 
of a&eata il aJao a DaturaJ CODaideratioD. 
Tlaere are eeveral types of aocia1 atnactures ia uimala, ia-
d•diD& tlae multi-level, hierarcllical atnacture of baboou [33], 
tlae _.level atncture of a fiah lchool (33], ud the looaely 
atnctaftd Wlliptail Wallaby mob [21].1 ADimala without 
mult.i-level llierarcllies are able ~ coDduct act.ivitiea of ~ 
te11tial applicatioD for robotia. For iutuc:e, u" are able ~ 
build 0111Dplicated atructures, &row food, capture alaves, wace 
war, trauport queeu, ud weave leaves without a atrict ud 
comptiWed llierarchy. Tile uu •tili.u a laeterardUcal atnc-
ture wlaae there are muy caatea but commUDicatioD betweea 
tlae c:utea ia •utnctured. Thia heterarchy allows Worma-
t.io• ~tow quickly, without !&aviD& the iaformat.ioa tow •P 
ud cion chaiu of c:ommud [16,U]. 
Aaotlaer ilne il laow muy clilf'ere•t types of acu" exist 
withia tk aocia1 .,atem. WiboD (33] atatea ll&at if a CODtiD· 
&t'aC)' omlfl re&ularJy, that there nould be a cJua of qeDU 
~ badle thia CODtiD&eDcy. For iutuc:e, wlaa bv.ildiD& ala-
aar baa. it may be better ~ laave eeparate dUiel of bllilden 
ud m.ieven of appropriate material~ . 0. tlae other laud, 
1......, pr'OIIliDent eocial a&rod-llft adaally dceln-ceap 
&ana(~ orden•) which do DOt directly apply &o robo&ic: 
l)'ltm-. Ia dominance l)'llema, &he more dominant IIPDU Jaave 
euia--t.o food, D•tmc ait•, •tnaa femaJ•, freeclomc/movoe-
-.all,--tiq pt-. AD uample donaiDancr II)'NaD it amaaa 
lioaa, ....,_ the clomiDant liou Ul beiOft &he otha- lioaa. Lioa 
cab. cl&ea die from thia (by laavizl& weaka-liou DOt Npi'OC!uot, the 
ov•all ~h ol the aped• iD-); robcMa Dftd DOt 0111Dpde 
at UU.an.L SiDoe the robot. are aot directly~ -r 
tlteruM ... &J..e clomiDanot.,..... 11ft 1IDMC I IJ7. 
Mode 
Aud.ilioa 
t1aere mut be a eenaiD nclDDducy witlaia eadJ dua for re-
liability ~ be ~ (Sec. u ). 
a.a Communication 
O.e of t1ae moat importut meuu.rea of lallJDu'a art.iicial 
commnication .,atema il budwidth (rou&hly, tlae amout 
of iDformatioD coaveyed). It &ppe&l'l tlaat uimala do aot 
.a a budwidth uywhere aear tlae ruae of modena day 
communicatioll .,atema.2 Uammala, hircla, ud iah laave a 
•ery amall ru&e of "major diaplaya• (27] (approzimatelr 
between 15 ud 35). Typic&! ut cololliea hve betwec 10 
ud 20 lipala (u]. . 
Allotlaer importut ilne il t1ae mode ol COIIUilaaicatio~a.. 
ADimala .a chemical, biohunine~CCJ~c:e, tdec:ted li&ht, lac· 
tile, acoutic, echolocat.ioa, Ill, ud electric commuicat.io11. 
R.obotia ud AI eeuiq nM&rcll ofteD 1tre11e1 .-oa, bat 
muy uimala are able ~ do eeveral tlai.Dp witla nl&t.ively 
ample viaual .,atema. Table I nmmariles tlae c:laaracter-
iltia of aome of tlaeee modalitiea, which cu laelp deaipera 
cllooee a-. expeuive aad more appropriate commuicatioD 
aedium tlau .WoD.• 
'VilioD IDA)' be • hiP bandwidth medi-. bat the amoaDl cl 
Worma&.ioo coovered il oftea IIDall, •.a., lalhiD& a red card IDa)' 
ooly coovey ooe bh. Our vin.alayat- IDA)' Jaave nol...t 10 tla.U 
we CAn utract iDiormatioo from &he w.td wbea we do DO& 8han 
u artive protocd with the w.td. 
• Althoup the uad IIJIIDb.r cl bit. cl com....Y..a&ioo IDA)' be 
iDuad, &he bandwidth it 8t.ill au-ly low. Eada ~ clitplay 
IDA)' be "Faded.,, tJa.u it, U uaJoalipal. 
•F• more complm iDiorma&ioo oo the cWrerea& _.. ud 
CIIIIDIIWDicaUo balorma&ioo 00 pui.ic:ulM- uimala, - (30]. 
1Tbe directiooality depeada oo the frequeDcJ. 
1Tbere are d.ip ,._.lew Limitiq the broadc.t f'Uie· lD 
IIDimal '>'~'-• predaton IDA)' beM &he broadcaat. ID rrieacll)' 
•vinlama!U, ~ may be a problem with IIOiM. 
'TM ,..._. IDA)' bow ~ wben the ...... bat k 
_, be -. di&aah lor tM __. &o direct tJae --ce &o the 
rec:eiVG'. 
l£acept iD ....,.&All& wiDd -.liUc.. (wiMre the .-& caD be 
lollcnrecl) , cw wblre the ICID& it Wt oo u object. 
•Eacept ba wiDd. 
100. cl the NU0D1 tJa.u rdlededliPt IDA)' be ..d b)' aaiauiJa 
it ~ cl "ritualisa&ioo•. IUtuali&a&ioD ocaaw wlaaa a -.J 
IIDimal artivit)', IUda .. tuamc a& .,.. with &edh, • ~
ill bm &o CGGIIIIUDicak MDI rthi'll . 
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.4 Multi-agent •earching 
• a weD-acxepted fact daat uimals worm& ia poupa are 
1oru:fective at for aciD& or laUD WI& iD cenaiD circ1amataac:a. 
'lie relatiouhip tbt eeeJDJ meet prttalot ia aaimala ud 
1aet applicable &o robot. ia tilat betweaa tile diatributioa of 
le raoun:e ud the .,Oal .tncture of tile uimala. Some 
r tile poaible .,Oal uimal coDfipratiou for fooci..eeekiD& 
••ol-.e am all •ersular&e aroupa ud o•erl&ppiac •erna aon-
•erlappiD& foracm& ru,es. There appears io be a relat.iou-
laip betweea tile deuity of tile raoun:e aad tile poup Iliac 
IDOft ab'OIId&Dt ft:IO'QI'Cel c:orrespoDd witJa Waet po'Op Iiies) 
•d Uae diatributioD of the raoun:e ud tile ~ ru&e 
Llae .-ore restricted the more o•erl&p) [1,13]. A poap of 
aeata woald Dot aecell&rily laan to fora,e qether. For iJt.. 
Laace, accordin& &o Hom '• priDciple of poup foraciJa&, if a 
eeoun::e ia nCDly diatributed it may be better for birda to 
:m11 iadividual partitio11ed territories rather tlau rooat ud 
)face toaether (33]. U.eful models for ut foracin& lane alao 
eea dneloped [15,18]. 
Ja robotics, for uy exploration tuk, tile diatribatioa of 
~at aeeda to be located ahould be couidered first to de-
ermi.De the .earch apa.ce ud tearch poupa. For iaatuc:e, 
•ume a robotic aystem ia pven the task to c:Jeu the .laull of 
ahip. If the barnacles are uniformly diatributed, it may be 
\est irst &o bve the robot. &tribute tilauelves e•nly ud 
lao atart deaninc. If the b&rDacles are diapersed ud ab'OII-
.ut, tileD lar&er teams should .earch disjoi.Dt apaca. ID fad 
i may be best &o have a dift'ereDt c&Jte of robot. determi.De 
rlaat tJa: diJtributioD thou)d be hued 011 tile apeciea ud a,e 
l tile banaa.cles. 
.5 Multi-agent Coordination 
\aimala participate iD muy activities, eometimea &loDe, 
ometimes iD poupa, ud eometiJnes iD nb&roupa. Tlaese 
difities mut be coordinated. All nample ia the wbiptail 
rallaby [21], which beloii&J to a mob of 3~40 i.Ddividuals, 
J'Ol pues with dyDamically chuJiD& nb-croupa. Robot. 
laoulcl alao ahow a wide ru&e of behaviors. 
Fiadin& ea.ch other becomes u iaaue who robot. partie-
pate ia a wide ru&e of behaviors alone or ia nb-&roupa. 
l. obfioua method of findin& one uother il to bn a c:en-
ral meeUII& pla.ce. lD uimalJ, tJUs becomes clesirable for 
ertaiD foraciD& .trate&)es ud for better defeue. Lekki.D& 
1 a aaother method where a number of i.Ddividaala of tlae 
ame IU &et to&ether iD a &roup ud all make aoile at the 
ame time. This i.Dcreues the chuc:e of aD a,ent laeari.D& the 
oeatioD. Table II depicts these ud other .tratepes. (The 
aformation cuter hypothesis referred to iD tile ~ atata 
.hat c:alolliliD& birds ue i.DformatioD from the iacomiD& birds 
lboat where they will co aext for food. Tlae laypotlaesia il aot 
mi•aaally acxepted [19]). 
Tlae remai.Dder of this paper dilcuees the framework iD 
wJUQ auy of these iui&hta are bei.D& -..teet ud dneloped. 
I Project overview 
ne crreraD &oal of this r-.earch • io dnelop a clesip tileory 
., m.Jti-a,ot robotic l)"lteml. TUcla&h tile .,ecificat.iOD of 
I Method 
a eoc::ietal &uk ud a partica1ar afiroameat, tl.ip l'eCOID-
meDdatiou uoald be nail&We u to tile aamber ol ap~~ta 
&.hat are reqaired, tile modes of COJDJDuica&ioa ..-ary for 
reliable task a.chinemot, ud tile .,Qal.tnctare of tile iadi-
.xlual a,ota. By ui.D& u uderstudiD& of hiolopcal .,aal 
.,-akJDJ, we expect to be able to COIIfefle OD nch & desip 
t.heory more rapidly tilu woald be attai.DabJe ollaenri8e. 
Tlaia eectioD describes tlae irst pbte of aa oa-&oia& NSF 
landed re~e&Kh dort ia multi-a,ot robotica. SillnalatioD 
result. are pr-.eDted below. Tile raearch uderway ia.W.. 
u i.Dvesti&atioD of malti-robot .,-teJDJ aloq ~~neral di:ferut 
dimeuion1. These dimeuiou i.Ddude tile aatue of commu-
aicatioD betweaa a,enta, tlae amout of commu.ica&io11 be-
tweea a,eDla (budwidth), tile iater-zelatiouhipa of &&eiiU 
(teami.D& decta), the aature o£ tub {both .ample aad more 
complex), ud tile JDi&ratioD of tile ual&tioD result. Ollto 
a worlrin& robotic ayatcm. Althoqh tileae dimeuiou will 
be cli.lcuaed .eparately ia tile eediou below, it ahoald be 
nco&lliled that a laoliatic ud/or ~JYJ~erptic dect il qwite 
pouible ud the multi-dimeuional .,ace il bei.D& aaalyaed 
for nch trends. The resulta are bei.D& ~aated ia terJDJ of 
task completion time, compatatioaal c:wt, diciacy ia terma 
of o•erall atilia&tion of raoai'Cel, etc. 
The ual&tion testbed described below prorides &.he ba-
m for apudiq ud ahuc:iq tileae preli.m.i.aary result. 
prior to tlleir JDi&r&tiOD ODtO worm& robotic .,-.te~DJ. TJaia 
-..tbed ia u uteuion of tile motor ~~ehema limal&&or .,... 
tem wit!UD which we*' our retearch prior to actaal robotic 
aperimotatiOD. It ia a well developed aad Jai&lalymodul&r 
.,-tem tilat c&D npport aew ~~ellemu aad COJDJD1Ulicaiioa 
. mea&aiaJDJ radily with little cleftlopmeat onrlaead. 
4 .1 Dimensions of the Study 
The project ia•ol•es u ualyaia of tile decta ol CIOIDIDUi-
catioD, .,Qal orauisation, ud task tJPC ud complexity for 
malti-a,eDt robotic .,-teJDJ. Data poiDta diiiCOYered ia -
Jo&;caJ l)'tteJDJ, nch u m.c:u.ed ia SectioD S, caa facilitate 
tile clilconry of dic:ieat eolutioaa ia t.hia ftr1 c:ompln eola-
tioD apa.ce. Qautitatin meanrea of ayatcm performuce, ia 
&erma of time for completion, dic:iCDcy of C:ompldioa, aad 
other metria (e.,., aalety) are bei.D& applied to prodace nb-
.tutin evaluatiou betweea c&Ddidate .,..tau. 
4.1.1 Eft'ecta of Commwaic:ation 
It il perlaapa JDaet importaat io uclentaad Ute impact of 
addiq COIDID1UlicaiioD ability &o t.Ja.e a.Jti-aaot uita. It 
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• cncial &o ddenai1ae Uae effect~ or Uae aature or iJaforma-
t.ioD low oa &uk accomplishmeat. T~e Yariabla iJadude 
.UUplex or daplex commuDie&tioD, limple politioaal nporta 
with or witlaout acbowledcmeat or receipt, dyaamic &e&miD& 
anucemnt.a .;a pollia&. ud otlaer more COJDillex anu&e-
aeat.a. T~e ualysis il beia& coaducted aloq Uae climeuioas 
of clired.ioD or commuuicatioa, quutity of iJaformatioa \rU. 
.Uued, broadcut or clirec:t iJaw-aant c:ommnicatioa, ud 
apeciic iJaw-aaeat c:ommuaic&Uoa pro&ocola. 
4.1.2 Effect• of Oraanisation 
Boll iJate:r-robot ud iatra-robot dedi ol cqui&&tioa are 
bcia& atuclied. Jatra-robot or&uisatioa iavolva u -. 
aat of tJae impact or 80D-IJIDmetricaJ robotic qeat.a. b 
Uae a01t ~evere cue this bduda pure mukr/tl&ve rel&tio~a­
w.-. Additioaally, u ualysia of ~ow robota Uaat pa.eu 
difrereat fuactioaal attribatea (u with droaa, workers, e~.) 
cu cooperate ud l'llbdivide difficult tub electively form. 
.. mtearal part of tlae overall project. 
bter-robot Or&uizatiOD iJavolva tJae impact or te.amiac: 
coordinated effort ud commuDicatioa betweea pou.- of 
multiple aaeat.a. These aae11t.a C&D be botla symmetric ud 
8oa-l)'lllmetric. The effect or team me ia beiJa& U8e8ed u 
weJJ. 
4.1.3 Effect• of Tult Type aDd Complexity 
nu W W I' bve ltuclied & mnple retrieval &uJt (below). 
AddiDc coal .equeuciD&, 80methiac required for &~~embly­
type tub, is one simple extensio11 beiD& developed. More 
complex tub 111ch u maiDteauce of material tow throuch. 
out u or&I.Zlizatioa, aurveyinc, ud limpJe CODatractioD abo 
will ~erve u teat 1Ce11ari01 for multi-&&ellt robotia. 
Otlaer factora 111ch u coordi.uted ~erviciJl& (wllere two or 
more robot.a are required kl complete a &uk aucll u a complex 
&~~embly ), are also to be atudied. Tile efrect.a of auch a eriticol 
nuu• of ro'bot.a oa taak completio11 il &o be ualyud ia Ji&ht 
of altenaate coatrol and commuaicatioa recima.' 
4.2 Simulation Results for Multi-agent 
Retrieval 
Lnlt.a laave alrudy heea obtaiaed ahowi.D& malti-aaeat q. 
kml COOperatiD& both Ua the abeeace or uy iJate.r-&&eat COID-
auicatioD {3] ud with limple commaaicatioa meduiams 
(25]. nree di.frereat .chema &~~emblaaa laave been devel-
oped repraeatiD& foraae, acquire, ud deliver atates (Fi&. 
l) for a simple tarcet aatlleriDc &uk. 5aema u.embla&a 
are agrqatiou or moklr lchemu that are paramet.eriaed &o 
muifat u nser&ellt behaYior tbt il couisteat with tlae 
partin)u ltate that tilt aaeat bppeu &o be ill. ...~ 
or 01ll iupiratioll ia derived from atuclia ia ut bebvior 
(15,16,18,34], althouch tlaere ia 80 attempt &o limlllate ut 
eoc:ietia throu&h tlUa work. 
Aa iDdividual robot aaeat iaitialJy.tarta ia a foraae .tate, 
whidl couist.a of u Ulelllbl&&e or Jt.i&h-&aiJI 8oUe, moderate 
ohltade avoicluce, ud iat.er-aant repulaioa. nil u.em-
blaae of belaaviora proclaca wide coveraae or .. area duria& 
eeard for u attracklr object w~ avoiclia& colliliou willa 
eeued ohai.adea. Wlaea u attractor il MUed widw1 80me u-
bitrary raqe of the robot, it trauitiou &o Uae acquire state. 
TIUa atate &~~emblaae couiat.a or a "tt'1 low-&aia aolae, a 
move-~coallchema directed &owarcl tile attracklr object, 
and u avotd .. tatlc-ob.taele llclaema (Sectio11 2.1). Add.i-
tiollally the iJaw-aaeat repulsioa il ta.ned clowalipificaatJy, 
allowiDc multiple aaeat.a &o coape&ate iJa a 1111a1J area. After 
acqui.riDc the attractor object, the .;.stem vauitioaa &o tlae 
deliver ltat.e, wiUch redi.recta Uae move-to-coal &o the de-
poait location, leaviD& the other lchemu iJa the aaembl&&e 
tile aame u in the acquire atate. Tlae 8p«ific paramete:riaa-
tiou for Uae~e ueemblaaa appan ia (3]. 
4.2.1 Retrieval iD the AbMDce of Communica-
tion 
ne Sm pha~e or Uae atudy, iavoJved cl~& .. uder-
at.udiD& of what coald be accompliahed iJa the ableace ol 
ail)' iJater-aceat c:ommullic:atioa. Allt.a lea•e ~emical trails &o 
deaote wlaere they laave been, wlaid il u iadi.rec:t commui-
catioa meclauiam. No nell iaformatioa wu provided laere • 
oaJ1 wht wu immediately perceivable &o Uae aaat (8earby 
aoaJa. doee ohltadea, ud Uae praeace of ~er robot.a) wu 
available. Eacll aaeat bd 80 bowled&e of wlaat Uae other 
aaeat wu daia& aad operated completely iadepeadat)y. 
It wu obee"ed• that eva ia Uae aheeace of COIDJIIuic:a-
tioa, coordiDa&ed c:ompletioJI of Uae tuk or object mrinal il 
pcaible ucl nrprisia&Jy dlic:ialt. ne pheaomaa ol recnit-
aeat il obee"ed u weD, 801Dethiq oltea UIOCiated willa 
CDmmuDie&tiD& aceat.a. RecnaUmat men &o Uae c:oUtctiYe 
bebvior or maltiple aceat.a worm& qellaer &o accomplia)l a 
CDmmoa tuk. fi&ure 2 depictl oae uample wlaere Uae robot.a 
c:oU&borate ia rehraia& a &&r&et object. b t1ail Fipft, two 
iadepeadeat aaata 1tart aear Uae cakr, both ia fora&in& 
aocle. Afte:r a t.it or wuderia,, Uae leftmalt aaeat ..... 
Uae attrac&or (li&ht cliak) bdind Uae obatacJe (duk cliak). It 
proceech &oward.t it aad at&rta &o retrirfc it. b t1ae aeaatime, 
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Attract or 
f'"JC. 2. Muht-acem amulation nm thowiDJ ntrievaJ ol 
object. Dark circles rcpl"eHnt ob.tadea, thaded circle ia 
WJet objed aDd aoal ia iD upper riaht. (See &at for 
aplu••i«m). 
tile otJ.er aaot also .enses the attractor. It joiDa d1e other 
aaot ia retriniDg it, apeeding up the return rate twofold. 
Exteali•e limulation atudies were performed to denlop 
u uden&udiDg of the relationships between aumbers of 
aaots, nmben of goals, and aystem efficiency for particular 
aYirallmeats. Several metria have been developed reftect-
iag speed, ufety and efficiency. FiJure 3 presents the total 
diltan~ apent by the robots .eeking out &oals (foraain&) for 
1-5 robots retrieving 1-7 coals. This il one meuure •led to 
4e&ermiae ~efficiency. The more t.ime •nt foraaing, 
tile Je. elicieat the ayatem. The reader il referred to (3,2S] 
6x adclit.ioullimulation atudies. 
4.2.2 Retrieval with State Communication 
At &titcuRd ia Section 3.3, tltere are many waya ia w~ch 
a&eats CU CIOIDJDUnicate with OJle other. Tle AIDO'Oilt of 
iafonDatioD traumitted il u importut CODaideru.ioa. N 
moat of ou teearch il&eared for de•eloping robot.l tltat C&D 
fuct.ioa ill d,..amic ud huardou a.UoDJDeDt.l, oar lt'Od-
iel haft hq1UI by explorillg minimal c:ommunicat.iOD metllocla 
ud ...e.iD& the impact oil l)'ltem performance. 
Ia &I.e iutuce described here, communicatioD l»etwee~a 
-ceat.a c:ouilted merely of tr&IIIDiiaioD of ~e ~taW of &I.e 
-act irit wuia either retrieval or acquire mode. Uadet thae 
circaiiiiWlcel, i( &II aact that W&l iD fora&e ltate le&ned 
that a aearby aaent wu in acquire or retrieve ltate, it moved 
directly towuds that aaent. ~ wu a more direct elici-' 
taticm of ncnitment. No bow ledge of where tile &oal wu 
&iva laowner, oDly the information til at the commuicatiJI& 
-act W dilc:o•ered a tar&et object. More efticieat aethocla 
caa be iDaa&iHd nch utile traDamilaioD of tile c:oordinua 
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of the attractor (e., ., bees), b'Ot that il aot tile cue here. 
Fi&ures 4 lhowa limulatioD result.l acquired for nriou 
.. mben of robot.l ud nriou aumben of utractor objectl 
when this form of commuiUcat.ioD il permitted. It caa be 
.een that the limple communication mechuilml described 
above facilitate IOcietal tuk accomplishmeat (thil is the ex-
pected result). Alt.houah Fi~ures S ud 4 may look limilar, 
the ~Cales &0 w~ch they are draWD are clift'eteDt, with the 
maximum •alue for Fi~ure 4 bein& about 25% tllat of Fi«ure 
S, dearly illuatr&tiD& the impact of eve thil minimal form 
of communication. nae ud otlet result.l are ~ in 
more detail in (2S]. 
We inteDd to CODtiD'Oe to explore aJ&enate COIIUDuica&ioa 
mateciel iDduclina: 
• Tr&IIIDiiaioD of attrac:tor coorclintea whaa thq are eli.. 
covered. 
• J>irectioDaJ YenU aoa-dinctioaaJ CIIIIIUIIUicttiJOII. 
• Commuicatioa atraath. 
• IMtillctift llipala for Serat adiou. 
• Certain type~ of robot.l bein& utraded to oae uotltet, 
ud whc & cemiD aitie&l tii...Uold il aceeded tlley 
caD for aD tile other -cct.a (u.embly c:aDa or lekma). 
ll.eiteratilla, tile pal ofthil project il to 'Oitimately proride 
dsip pidelinea for ~oee clevelopiq ault.i-a&eat IObot.ic 
~)'Stems in lenni of aumben o{ -ceat.l, 80Cial orau.isatiou, 
ud modea of c:ommuicatioJl. We are e~pecially CIOilceraed 
with aylteml operat.in& in huardou aa.UODJDct.l wlere ia-
clividualaact.a C&ll be CODaidered expadable. ne lliolosica1 
atuclies clilcuaed in Sectioa S provide piclan~ for eliciaaUy 
aplorilla tile ftl'Jia.r&e ~ o( poteatial .Otiou. 
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4.3 Hardware Configuration 
The limulation work is iD the proceu or bein& ported &o a 
DelllliD& Mobile Robots: two MRV·2'• ud 1 DRV· 1. Each 
robot is connected &o a Sun Spare 4/40. Ia addition &o the 
24 ultruonic aenaors ud abaft encoders mouted on a.c:h 
robot, a monochrome CCD PulJUx camera will be mouated 
Oll·bo&rd uch. The cameru are &o be mooted •pwards ud 
bve a conic located immediately above the leJaa &o proYide 
a full 360 decree field of mw for a.c:h robot [22]. A 1e.2 
kilobaud H.riallillk ulin& LaW11 truam.itters is ued &o maiD· 
Uin communication with the offboard •a.ts. A ~eo liAk 
tranamita the data for diptintion by a Sun Yideopix board. 
Communication between the &&ents it CODduded OYer ether• 
aet. 
5 Summary and Conclusions 
TIUa paper presents prelimiury r.ults 11om u ... loia& ,. 
•arch project iD multi.&&ellt robotic eystcma. ne relevuce 
of etholopcal stud* for applicatio11 iD tlaia domaiD •• bea 
.tre.ed ud will be •tilized u a pide for tH dnelopmat 
or a tchema·bued ructive .ystcm. 
Preli.m.iury simulation raults are prom.isiaa ud provide 
eolid pou11d for coDtill1lin& work in aplorill& tile dimeuions 
of communicat.io11, IOC:iaJ order, ud tuk complaity for tlis 
work. Gaidelilles for the developmeat or mulU.aaat robot.ic 
eystem1 in &ullll of comm11JlicatioD protocol~, a'AIIlben or 
qentl, ud their ltnacture will be & major product or tlaia 
neurdl. ne eystciD it bein& ported &o naJ aobile IObots 
for tcltillc. 
It mut be remembered, that the pcnpedive ud aoaJa of 
Ilia paper an.._ Gf a robotic:in, aot aa .._.oJosist. No 
daima are made for the completes- or the etho&opcal Ill .. 
&erial praeatcd. NonetheJ.a, thae data poiatl b•e bea 
w:ry •elpful iD detcn~Waiq o.r approach &o d.ipia& multi. 
qat IObot.ic eystcma. It it •oped that coatiJa•ed et•dia aad 
additioaal iatcradiou with colleacu• ia the ~~ 
acea will pro'ride fvther iui&hta aad aoclela for potcat.ial 
apptica&ioa ia robot.ic 1JSte1D1 nd u the. . 
AdaaowJedpaata 
n~ Mobile Jlobot Labon&ory it Apported la part br the 
Natioaal Sc:ieace Foudatioa uder snata #IRI-t113747aad 
#IRI· t10014t, aad the ClldS propam aad Material~ Baa. 
dlia& Jlaearch Cater or Gecqia Tech. 1M aalllon woU! 
like &o thaak Eli&abeth Nita for hr pauatiaa oleome or t.H 
lim.tatioa ...... ued la thil paper. 
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Abs.tract 
This paper aueaea the impact on performance of 
a 110ciety of robots in a foraging taak when aim-
pie communication ia introduced. Results are ob-
tained comparing task achievement in the absence 
of inter-agent communication relative to perfor-
mance given the minimal knowledge of the behav-
ioral state of fellow asents. Simple communication 
can result in significant performance enhancement. 
Introduction 
Research is currently being conducted on the use of mul-
tiple robots to solve problems in a changing workspace 
by having them work in parallel, and communicate 
when necessary. The goal of this reaearch ia to create 
a foundation theory which specifies, for a given tuk, 
the most reliable, efficient, and robust means of inter-
action between a number of robots. This means that 
the task will be carried out regardless of robotic failures 
or communication breakdown. 
Related Work 
Ethological studies aa well u robotic implementations 
are both relevant to tbia study. This ~eetion briefly 
reviews 110me of the progreu in both of these areas. 
Ethology 
It ia dear through ethological studies that mul.ti-asent 
110eieties offer significant advantases in the achievement 
of global tub. A wide range of 110eial structures ex-
ist: uni-level organizations u found in schooling fi.ah, 
hierarchical systems u found in baboon IIOcieties [1), 
and caste systems typified by many inleCt colonies (e.g., 
bees). The relationship~ between the~e qents deter· 
mine, to a de~fee, the nature and type of communica--
tion that ia euential for the eocial system to proeper. 
The convene also holds in that the communication abil-
ities determine to a degree the mo.t effective eocial or· 
ganization.s for a particular elua of qents. In [6), we 
discuss these issues in more detail. 
For the types of foraging and retrieval task described 
in this particular study, 110cieties of ants constitute a 
.. 
reuonably cloee parallel [17). Although ants typically 
communicate through chemical trails left during their 
foraging activities, an act which this current study d~ 
not emulate (see [10) for such a simulation), the state 
mechanisms U8ed for foraging, acquiring, and retrieving 
target objects are in strong parallel with these particu-
lar systems. A study by Franks [8) details such a procea~ 
in army ants. 
Robotic. 
A significant amount of research on multi-agent robotic 
systems baa begun to emerge. Fukuda's early work on 
the CEBOT system (9] demonstrates the .eJf-organiaing 
behavior of a ~foup of heterogeneous robotic qents. 
Beni and Backwood's research [11] on swarm robotic:t 
demonstrates large scale cooperation in simulation. 
Work at MIT, by Brooks (7] and Mataric (15], shows the 
development of subaumption-baaed multi-agent team., 
the latter study involving 20 small robot asents. Many 
other projects have been reported (e.g ., [13, 14, 16]), 
to the point where an entire conference exists to report 
the results of such work (12). 
Approach 
The controversy between reactive control and hierar-
chical planning for mobile robot navigation hu led to 
the birth of a variety of architectural designs. AuRA, 
[5], ia one architecture which combines the modular-
ity and speed of reactive control with the flexibility of 
a pro~tammable, goal-directed planner. This architec-
ture bas been U8ed to study a wide range of L.ues in 
mobile robotic:t in our laboratory. 
More recently, the reactive component of AuRA hu 
been extended to incorporate the performance of multi-
qent ayatema. Initial work focuaaed on how IIOcietal 
task-achieving behavior can be achieved even in the ab-
eence of communication between qents (4). The overall 
intent behind this research effort ia to create systems ca--
pable of tackling large-seale problema that are imprac-
tical to accomplish with only one robot. Examples of 
tuka that would benefit from the addition of this par-
allelintion are the distribution of materials on a shop 
toor, exploration ol a large area, and eec:urity checking 
iDa warehou.ee. 
There are eeveral dime!Wooa along which the atudy 
proceeds [6]. 
• Regardiug communication: 
Muat theee robot. communicate iD order to achieve a 
pven goal? I! 10, what type and amount of communi-
cation muat they convey to one another? What ia an 
appropriate protocol for the tranuni•ion and receipt 
ofthia data? Bow much more ia gained (quantit• 
tively) by lettinJ data flow between acen&a? 
• Regardiug eodal organisation: 
What ia an appropriate number of acen&a for a partic-
ular taak and eoviroomeot? Bow should theee acen&a 
be organized relative to ODe another? Ia a peer 80ci-
ety or a c:aate ~m more appropriate? 
• Regardiug tuk characterUitica: 
For what types of tub ia cooperation most uteful? 
When ia a siD&)e complex aceot preferable over a 
multi-aseot toeiety? 
• Regardiug environmental characterUitica: 
What is the relationship between the likelihood of 
failure for a particular agent with the eocial struc-
ture and communication mechanism for the eociety? 
What mechaniama are best-suited for highly haz-
ardous environments? 
Many of theee questions are cunently being explored 
through simulation studies, some of which are detailed 
iD this paper. Our laboratory poeaeuea 3 Denning Mo-
bile Robots which will be used in the near future to 
demonstrate eome of the priDciples derived from thia 
work. 
Schema-based Reactive Control 
AuRA (Autonomous Robot Architecture) was designed 
u a hybrid approach to autonomous robot navigation . 
A robot's behavior is broken into independent schemaa, 
which are each devoted to determining how the robot 
should react, given information about ita environment 
[2). A number of schemu run concurrently, depend-
ing oo the taak domain and the robot '• ioteota. Eacll 
receives aensory data it oeeda directly and provides a 
contribution to the overall velocity o( the robot. The 
results of each active schema are combined, depending 
oo ita relative ioftuence, to produce the final motor ~ 
spoue. 
There are two primary elaaeea of schemaa: motor and 
perceptual. A motor schema acquires the eeo.aory data 
it oeeda by ealliog a perceptual schema. Theee consult 
the eensora, proua the data, and return task-specific 
information. Perceptual schemu act u an interface 
between the motor actions and the eeoaora. 
Action-oriented perception ia the underlying philoeo-
phy describing the relationship between the motor and 
perceptual aehemaa (3) . Each perceptualtchema ia ded-
icated to finding a certain piece of information specific 
~r 
Fi&Ure 1: State diagam for an individual aceot 
to the motor behavior's oeeda, e.g., a landmark or pat-
tern iD an image. They are ueed to provide the motor 
achemaa with information about relative ~ition,loe.. 
tion of object., and identification of item. in the aeeoe, 
among other thiop. 
Multi-agent Behavior in Foraging 
The robots can be in ooe ofthree atatea: forace, acquire, 
and retrieve (Figure ). All robots begin in the foroge 
state. If there are no goals io a robot's field of view, it 
ataya in this state and moves randomly until it fulda ooe. 
If a goal cornea into a robot 'a field of view, and it does 
oot already have poaeaaioo of ooe, it changes ita atate 
to cttroct and move towards it. Once it acquires the 
goal, ita state becomes ret•rn, and it proeeed.a to eany 
the goal to the home base location. Upon dropping the 
goal, the state reeeta to foroge. 
The particular achemu active and their role for each 
behavioral state are u followa: 
• Corace 
- aoiae - high gain, moderate peniateoce to drive 
the robot to explore a wide area. 
- avoid-atatic-obataele 
• for other robots - moderately hi&h repulsion to 
force robot. over a wide area. 
• for environmental obstacles- auflieiently high to 
avoid colliaiooa. 
• acquire 
- move-to-goal - high gain attractor towards di.-
covered target. 
- avoid-static-ob.taele 
• for other robots - very low gain, to allow robots 
to approach each other near &.he target without 
collision. 
• for environmental oh.taclee - u in fora&e. 
- noiM - low gain, to deal wi&.h 1oul maxima and 
minima(2). 
• retrieve 
- moTe-to-&oal- high gain attractor towards home 
base. 
- avoid-static-obstacle - aame u in acquire. 
- noiM- aame u acquire. 
Simulation Environment 
The test environment ia a simulator written in C using 
the X Windows graphica package and hu been used to 
simulate multiple agents completing search-and-gather 
tasks. Each robot ia identical (i.e., has equivalent be-
havioral assemblages as described above). Each agent's 
current state, however, ia dependent on ita own percep-
tion of the environment and the state of the mi.aaion . 
The robotic agents search for, collect, and return tar-
gets, on a plane measuring 64.0x64.0 units, to a home 
base, imitating the gathering of food among colony 
members. Each step the robots take ia represented by 
one loop of the program that calculates the robots' next 
positions. The robots are simulated holonomic vehicles 
with a ring of ultrasonic ae11.10rs encircling their outer 
hull. They have the ability to sense obstacles and other 
robots, to distinguish between these and the targets. 
They are aware of their coordinates on the grid. They 
are capable of navigating to goals, grasping and car-
rying targets, and avoiding obstacles and other robots 
along the way. Agents have a circular field of view with 
a fixed radius. There are no impassable boundaries for 
the grid, in order to allow the robots full freedom of 
movement as might occur in a real environment and so 
the results would not be influenced by the size of the 
area. However, the robots, goals, obstacles, and the 
home base originate in the Mx64 area. 
More &.han one robot may carry a goal at a time, 
and their combined effort produces a speedup depend-
ing on the mua of &.he goal and &.he number of robots 
supporting it. This increase in speed ia simulated by 
expanding the size of each step the robots take, 10 they 
cover the same distance in fewer atepa. In thia aeenario, 
robots can unknowingly help one another and increase 
the overall speed of the miaion by carrying goa.la aimul-
taneously. This can be achieved without any communi-
cation between agents (4) . 
In Figure 2, two robots find and return two goa.la to 
the home base, in a field with 10 percent oh.tacle cov-
erage. The robots do not communicate, but note that 
they still are able to cooperate. At the beginning, &.he 
first robot immediately finds one goal, while the other 
robot wanders randomly until it comes into sight of the 
goal (arrowed paths). It then joins the first robot and 
they proceed, with the goal, towards the home base 
(dotted path). Once they are sufficiently cloee to &.he 
base, they drop the first goal and begin looking for the 
next. They detect it, and move towards it while avoid-
ing the oh.tacle in their paths. They return it together, 
&.bus completing &.he mi.aaion. 
Goal 
• • • • Obstacles • Goal -· .. e .. Robot 1 
Start 
Figure 2: Two robots returning two goals without com-
munication 
Communication of Behavioral State 
It is a straightforward task to modify the robot achemas 
to permit communication between them, enabling &.he 
uaeument of the impact of various forms of interac-
tion. An effective communication protocol used for 
multi-agent work should lead to an increase in the effi-
ciency of the system, yet not slow down processing to 
the point that it decreases task completion speed. Also, 
communication in hazardous environments should not 
be e.ential for task completion, for robustness' sake. 
This way the job ia guaranteed to be finiahed even in 
&.he event of a communication breakdown. Just uno 
robot should be dependent on another's work, no robot 
ahould completely depend on communication. In this 
work, communication ia used u an aid, and doee not 
form a potential barrier to goal achievement. 
Inter-robot communication ia simulated using shared 
memory, modeling a broadcast ayatem. Robots write 
their current atate and coordinatea to the memory ar-
ray at each atep. The memory ia acceaed by a robot 
only when it has no goa.la in its field of view (i.e., during 
the forage atate). If thia ia the case, &.he robot aearchea 
the memory for the neareat robot which ia either being 
attracted to a coal or baa acquired one already. The 
robot maltea thia robot ita goal, and sets a coune to 
follow it. Soon the follower will be in the range of the 
coal the other robot ia trac.kinc, and will atop acc:e.ing 
&.he ahared memory and begin to be attracted by &.he 
coal . This is~ minimal form of communication, ud is 
ued only to make for~ging more efficient. This keeps 
&he robot.a from wandering too fu ~way from the others 
ud the goals, while increasing the potential for eoop-
eration ud increasing the speed of global task com-
pletion. Only one robot needs to have a goal in view 
initially for collaboration to take place. Without this 
communication, the one robot m~y have to carry the 
goal by it.eelf while the others forage randomly. 
If ~ communication breakdown occurs, however, or 
DO other robot.a have found goals, or if there is only 
one robot, the behavior is exadly u in the situation 
without communication. The job will not be affected 
by a loa of opportunity for interution. 
Results 
Dau wu gathered by running aimulationa using one to 
five robots, one to eeven goals, ud obstacles denaities 
ranging from 0 to 25 percent by intervals of 5 percent. 
Each clus was run 50 times, ud statistics were gath-
ered regarding the performance. 
The results from these simulations (ud previous 
work [4]) show that this class of retrieval tasks can be 
10lved in the absence of any inter-robot communica-
tion. In fact, it can be accomplished by one robot. 
However, with the addition of more robots, the per-
formance per robot generally improves (see Figure 3). 
Here, performance is measured in terms of the average 
distance covered by each robot. Note that this depends 
on the relative masses of the goals, and the number of 
robots that find and carry them. Figure 4 shows how 
time to complete the overall task (another performance 
measure) is reduced as the number of robots increases. 
Although adding robots to the environme.nt speeds 
up the process, even without communication, at times 
it is not a great advantage, since the random wandering 
behavior causes some robots to lose track of the others 
instead of helping them. In some instances, the robots 
cet lost and never find the goals. The simulation pro-
cess times out after 2000 time cycles, which typically 
occurs when robots gets lost or are completely blocked 
by obstacles and unable to complete the task. As the 
Dumber of goals and/ or obstacle density increases, there 
ia a much larger chance that the robots will not finish. 
In Figure 5, we show that the frequency of timeouts 
decreues u more agents are introduced, again without 
the benefit of inter-agent communication. This result is 
independent of the number of goals or obstacles. Bow-
ever, ootice that the percentage either levels off or, in 
10me cues, increases slightly u more than three robots 
work together. 
As the number of robots increases, performance is 
improved, but the results show that performance is fur-
ther enhanced with state communication. (Figure 6) 
As more robots are added, interaction continues to cre-
ate improvement (Figure 7). A more comprehensive 
analysis (Figure 9) shows how performance varies by 
running the same eet of simulation exerciees for differ-
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Figure 3: Average Distance n>ve~ Per Robot, No 
n>mmunication. (10% ob.tacles, 2 goals.) 
ing numbers of robots and goals. Figure 10 ahows the 
data from runs using the aame initial conditions u in 
Figure 9, but with robots communicating state. 
Distance is measured as a function of the number of 
steps taken and the size of each ltep. In 10me cues, 
the total distance with communication turns out to be 
very dose to the distance covered without the benefit of 
communication. In most cues, though, the advantage 
of reducing the time spent foraging and increuing the 
return speed outweighs the added attrution distance, 
malting the overall distance lees with communication 
than without. Q>mpuing Figures 9 and 10 ahows this 
difference. Similar results occur when time ltepe are 
ueed as the performance metric for this case. 
ConcJusions 
Allowing the robots to communicate, if one Joob only 
at the diatuce graphs, would seem to make only a mod-
est difference. It ia obeerved, however, that the total 
aumber of return .tepa that it takes each coal to get 
home decreases with communication (Ficure 8). n>n-
aidering that the distance graphs repreeent the •~~eroge 
distance per robot, this means that more robots are be-
ing attruted to the goals, and thus more are helping 
tarry the coals to the baee. So more efficient behav-
ior ia obtained with communication, Iince we trade the 
random wandering for actual work. 
More robots cenerally mean more efficient ue of 
time, and u overall apeedup of coal recovery. Upon 
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Figure 4: Elapsed Time for Task Completion, No Com-
munication. (10% obstacles, 2 goals.) 
percentage of timeouts per number of robots, it ia ap-
parent there it geater tendency for timing out with 
fewer robots. A.nd the distance graph.t tell ua that 
by adding robots, independent of communication, the 
task can be accomplished faster. However, when do 
we have too many robots for practical uae'? By taking 
a closer look, a definite increase in performance ia ob-
served by adding one or three robots to a lone worker. 
The graphs then aeem to level out, however, and oc-
casionally even degrade with further additiona. This 
occurs regardless of the number of goals or whether 
the robots are communicating. This leads ua to be-
lieve that, for this particular task, uaing approximately 
four robots which have the ability to communicate in 
a minimal form ia sufficient for high-quality behavior 
in random search and gather missiona in theee types of 
environments. Any performance benefits gaine4 from 
additional robots are likely to be offset by the eott of • 
additional agenta. We intend to implement theee re~ulta 
on the available three Denning robotic platforma avail-
able in our laboratory. The implementation will include 
mounting lights on each robot 10 that it ia recognizable 
by others, and 10 that ita relative heading and approxi-
mate position can be calculated by another robot. Thil 
will replace the global communicatioo and ~itioning 
used in the simulation. 
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Figure 9: Total Distance Covered, No Communication 
(10% Obstacles) 










Figure 10: Total Distance Covered, Wit.h Communi~ 
tion (10% Obatacles) 
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HELPING ROBOTS COMMUNICATE: RESEARCHERS 
DEVELOPING DESIGN THEORY OF ROBOT 
COMMUNICATION, SOCIAL SYSTEMS 
Many people dream of 
the day when robot teams will 
work alongside or instead of 
humans doing everjdung from 
mowing lawns to cleaning up 
hazardous waste sites. Georgia 
Tech researchers who want to 
make such dreams reality are 
looking at the effects of 
communication and 
organization of robots on the 
machines • performance. 
In work presented May 
5 at the IEEE International 
CmUerence oo Roboti~ md 
Automation in Atlanta. the 
researchers use a computer 
simulation to show that while 
robot teams can cooperate 
without exchanging 
information among themselves, 
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Ph.D. student Tucker Balch demonstrates the simulation that will be ported to 
three Denning robots. (Color Sli.des/B&W Available) 
significantly improve their 
efficiency. They also have 
found that adding robots to the 
work environment speeds 
progress up to a point. The 
group is poning their 
simulation to three Denning 
robots that will work as a team 
performing cenain tasks in 
their lab. 
"Our goal is to create 
a foundation theory that 
specifies, for a given task, the 
most reliable, efficient and 
robust means of interaction 
among a number of robots.'' 
said Dr. Ron Arkin, professor 
of computer science. "'Ibis 
means that the task could be 
completed regardless of robotic 
failures or communication 
breakdowns." 
As part of the National 
Science Foundation-sponsored 
project, the group is studying 
the way different animal 
societies such as army ants, 
birds and fish communicate. 
They are applying that 
knowledge to the enhancement 
of robot communication. 
-OVER· 
Multiple robots currently work together 
to perform assignments in highly predictable 
situations. For example, automated guided 
vehicles (AGVs) transpon pans to other robots 
that assemble them. However, such robots work 
in clearly understood, predictable and mappable 
environments. Arkin and his colleagues are 
addressing environments that are unknown, or 
whose characteristics change frequently. The 
amibutes of a mining operation involving human 
and vehicle traffic, for example, could not be 
accurately predicted or modeled. 
In each simulation one to five robots, 
indicated on the computer screen by dotted lines 
showing their paths, are to retrieve up to seven 
targets, displayed as small circle outlines. The 
density of obstacles the robots must avoid, 
represented by bl;ack filled circles on the 
computer screen, ranges from zero to 25 percent 
of the total navigable area. Fifty random trials 
are run for each combination of variables. 
Each robot in the simulation searches for, 
collects and transports targets to a designated 
location. The simulated robots are holonomic, or 
capable of moving in any direction. They are 
modeled after real robots that have a ring of 
ultrasonic sensors on their outer hulls and a 360-
degree vision system. The system allows the 
machines to distinguish between obstacles, other 
robots and targets. 
The simulated robots know their 
coordinates in the environment and can perform 
the three components of foraging behavior. 
wandering, or looking for a target; acquiring, or 
moving toward and picking up the target; and 
delivering, taking the target to a designated 
home base. One or more robots can carry each 
acquired target. 
The researchers' previous findings that 
robots will cooperate even with no 
communication is borne out in the simulation. 
Adding one to three additional robots to a lone 
worker speeds up the retrieval process, even if 
they do not communicate. Distance covered by 
each robot is reduced to about 20 percent when 
four robots are used instead of one to search for 
two goals amid 10 percent obstacles, for 
example. Cooperation results despite lack of 
communication when one robot recruits others 
by bringing the target into their sensory fields. 
In trials when they are programmed to 
communicate, the simulated robots do so by 
broadcasting their "state" - the one of three 
high-level behavioral activities that they are 
currently engaged in - to other robots. Robots in 
the wandering state listen to find the nearest 
robot that has spotted or retrieved a target. The 
wandering robot changes its behavior and makes 
the success~ active robot its goal. When it is 
sufficiently close to the target, it makes that 
objeCt, and not the other robot, its goal. 
"This is a minimal form of 
communication, and is used only to make 
foraging more efficient," Arkin said. "h keeps 
the robots from wandering too far away from the 
others and the goals. That, in tum. increaseS the 
potentials for cooperation and speeding up task 
completion." 
State communication is similar to display 
behavior in animals, as when a peacock raises 
and spreads its colorful fan of feaihers. The bird 
gets the attention of and response from its fellow 
animals, but does not necessarily reveal its own 
specific agenda. 
Distance traveled, measured as the 
average number of steps each robot takes and 
the size of those steps, was on average modestly 
better in the communication trials than in the 
non-communication trials. With communication, 
for example, societal task completion time is 
about 30 percent faster when four robots are 
searching for two goals amid 10 percent 
obstacles. That indicates that more robots are 
being attracted to the targets and helping carry 
them to home base. 
"Efficient behavior is obtained with 
communication, since we trade the random 
wandering for actual work," Akin said. 
The researchers wrote their simulation in 
the C programming language and used the X 
Windows graphics package. In poning the 
simulation to the three robots in their lab, they 
are replacing the simulation's global 
communication and positioning by mounting 
lights on each robot, to make them recognizable 
to each other. That also will allow the machines 
to calculate each other's position and direction. 
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1. Project Summary 
College of Computing 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0280 
Multiple cooperating robots are able to complete many tasks more quickly and reliably 
than one robot alone. A goal for this project is to determine the extent by which communi-
cation between robots can multiply their capabilities and effectiveness. In this research, the 
importance of communication in robotic societies is investigated through experiments on both 
simulated and real robots. Performance was measured for three different types of communi-
cation for multiple tasks. The levels of communication are progressively more complex and 
potentially more expensive to implement. For some tasks, communication can significantly 
improve performance, but for others inter-agent communication is apparently unnecessary. In 
cases where communication helps, the lowest level of communication is almost as effective as 
the more complex type. The bulk of these results are derived from thousands of simulations 
run with randomly generated initial conditions. The simulation results help determine appro-
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2. Introduction and goals 
This document introduces the Final Report for Grant # IRI-9100149 entitled Cooperation 
and Communication in Multi-Agent Reactive Robotic Systems This project, funded at approx-
imately $120,000 over two years, was conducted by faculty and students within the College 
of Computing at the Georgia Institute of Technology. Significant contributions were made in 
the understanding of the role of communication in teams of robots for a broad range of tasks. 
This final report presents and summarizes this work. 
This report is structured as follows. The remainder of this section reiterates the goals 
established in the original proposal in order to serve as a guideline for the evaluation of the 
results. The next section presents some of the technical results obtained. An assessment of 
our results in light of the original proposal's goals is then given. This report concludes with 
a discussion of the technology transfer aspects of this project and follow-on research efforts 
already underway. 
2.1 Goals from proposal 
The specific research goals we established for this project are presented verbatim below 
from the original proposal. They are presented to motivate the research and to provide a basis 
for measuring our success. 
Quoting from the original proposal: 
As a result of this research, we intend to determine: 
• The limits of multi-agent robots in the absence of communication between 
agents. 
• Effective communication protocols between: 
- Pure peer relationships 
- Distributed master/slave relationships 
- Multi-agent teams 
- Non-symmetrical robotic agents. 
• Capabilities of multi-agent robotic systems for the classes of agents mentioned 
above. 
• An enumeration of feasible tasks and the methodology for their accomplish-
ment by multi-agent reactive robotic systems. 
• Multiple demonstrations of working multi-agent robotic systems on actual 
robotic hardware. 
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3. Summary of Technical Results 
3.1 Introduction 
Robot system designers must carefully consider each component of their design. The inclu-
sion of sensors, actuators, or additional robots must be justified by contributing to efficient task 
completion. Components that do not directly contribute add cost without benefit. Communi-
cation is another component of multiagent robotic systems that merits careful consideration. 
The question is not simply whether or not to include inter-robot communication, but what 
type, speed, complexity and structure. How should these design decisions be made? 
As in other disciplines, a formal methodology helps the designer answer these questions. 
At the Georgia Tech Mobile Robotics Laboratory, such a robot system design methodology 
has been developed and refined for both single and multiagent robotic systems. These systems 
are implemented in both simulation and on mobile robots (e.g., (1,3]). The approach relies 
on two key points: 1) an objective metric of system performance, and 2) an iterative cycle of 
simulation and instantiation on real systems. Through simulation, the designer can quickly 
discover which sensors, actuators, and control parameters are most critical. Parameters are 
varied as performance is measured and compared to that of other configurations. The goal is to 
find a system that maximizes (or minimizes) the performance metric. Finally, the configuration 
is ported to a real robotic system for testing. In this project, the approach is applied to 
communication in reactive multiagent robotic systems. 
To discover how communication impacts multiagent robotic system performance, three 
societal robot tasks were devised. The performance in simulation of a team of robots is 
measured for each of these tasks for three different types of communication. The experiments 
are designed so that performance for each type of communication can be compared across 
different tasks. In all, a six-dimensional space of task, environment, and control parameters 
was explored including: task, communication type, number of robots, number of attractors, 
mass of at tractors, and percentage of obstacle coverage. The simulation results were supported 
by porti: .g the control system to a team of Denning mobile robots. 
3.2 Three Tasks for Robotic Societies 
The task a robotic system is to perform dictates to some extent the sensors and actuators 
required. It is not as apparent how the task impacts control system and communication pa-
rameters. To investigate this question, three generic multiag~nt tasks are considered: Forage , 
Consume, and Graze. 
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3.2.1 Forage 
The Forage task for a. robot is to wander about the environment looking for items of 
interest (a.ttractors). Upon encountering one of these a.ttractors, the robot moves towards it, 
finally attaching itself. After attachment, the robot returns the object to a. specified home 
base. Many ant species perform the Forage task as they gather food. Robots performing this 
task would potentially be suitable for garbage collection or specimen collection in a. hazardous 
environment. 
Figure la. shows a. simulation of two robots foraging for seven at tractors and returning them 
to a. home base (the simulation environment is described later). In the simulation, obstacles 
are shown as large black circles, a.ttractors are represented as small circles, and the paths of 
the robots are shown as solid or dashed lines. They leave dashed lines as they wander, and 
solid lines when they acquire, attach , and return the a.ttractors to home base. 
The mass of the a.ttractor item dictates how quickly a. robot can carry it. The heavier the 
at tractor, the slower the speed. Several robots cooperating can move the at tractor faster, but 
only up to the maximum speed of a.n individual robot. 
Forage Consume Graze 
Figure 1: Simulation of Forage, Consume, and Graze with two robots and seven a.ttractors. 
3.2.2 Consume 
Like Forage, the Consume task involves wandering about the environment to find a.ttrac-
tors. Upon encountering a.n a.ttractor, the robot moves towards it and attaches itself to the 
object. Unlike the Forage task, however, the robot performs work on the object in place after 
attachment. The time required to do the in-place work is proportional to the mass of the 
object. It is not necessary for the robot to carry the object back to home base. Applications 
might include toxic waste cleanup, assembly, or cleaning tasks. 
Figure 1 b shows a. sim ula.tion of two robots consuming seven at tractors. Note that this 
task is performed in exactly the same environment as the forage task shown in Figure la.. The 
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robots leave dashed lines as they wander, and solid lines when they acquire and move to the 
attractors. 
The mass of the attractor item dictates how quickly a robot can consume it. The heavier 
the at tractor , the more time it takes. Several robots cooperating can consume an at tractor 
faster. For this task the rate of consumption is linear with the number of robots and has no 
ceiling. 
3.2.3 Graze 
The Graze task differs from Forage and Consume in that discrete attractors are not 
involved. Instead, the object is to completely cover, or visit the environment. Some familiar 
examples are mowing the lawn, sowing seed, and of course, cows grazing. The Graze task for 
a robot is to search for an area that has not been grazed, move towards it, then graze over it 
until the entire environment (or some percentage of it) has been covered. It is assumed that 
the robot possesses some means to "graze" and that it grazes over a fixed "swath." The size of 
the task is dictated by the proportion of environment that must be covered before completion. 
Figure lc shows a simulation of two robots grazing over 95% of the environment. The robots 
leave dashed lines as they wander, and solid lines when they graze. Grazing robots might be 
used to mow, plow or seed fields , vacuum houses [11] , or remove scrub in a lumber producing 
forest. 
The size of the swath that a robot can graze, and the percentage of the area that the 
robot must graze over both affect how long it takes to complete the task. Multiple robots 
can complete the task faster if they avoid traversing already grazed areas and if they can find 
ungrazed areas quickly. 
3.2.4 Task Parameters 
Each of the task definitions include parameters that affect the speed at which a robotic 
system can carry them out. These are the most important: 
• Number of attractors. Clearly the number of attractors the robots must collect or 
consume will affect how long it takes to accomplish the task. 
• Mass of attractors. In general terms, an attractor's mass can be thought of as a 
"transportability" factor for the Forage task, or a "workability" factor for the Consume 
task. 
• Graze coverage. For the Graze task , the total size of the area and the percentage 
required to be grazed directly impacts the time to cover it. 
Later in this report, experimental results are presented on how each of these factors affect 
performance. 
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3.2.5 Complex tasks 
For this work, only the three basic tasks and the behaviors necessary for robots to perform 
them are considered. The results for these tasks are important because more complex tasks 
are easily described as combinations of simpler ones. Consider a robot removing scrub from 
a forest , after working for a period of time, it must return to a refueling station. The scrub 
removal portion of the task is analogous to Graze, while refueling is similar to Consume. 
Another complex task, BoundingOverwatch, is a movement tactic utilized by Army Scouts. 
Usually employed by two groups of two ground vehicles, it allows safe penetration into hostile 
areas. Each group moves forward a short distance, then waits and "covers" the other group 
as it moves forward. A behavior to perform BoundingOverwatch can be built as a more 
specialized and coordinated Consume task. Once appropriate waypoints for each group are 
selected, virtual attractors can be placed there. The behavior would emerge as each two 
element group successively moves from attractor to attractor. 
Other research in our laboratory is underway which investigates how complex behaviors may 
be specified as combinations of basic behaviors (10). The research includes a language which 
allows individual robots, and societies of robots to be described formally. Formal operators 
allow basic, or primitive, behaviors to be grouped into more complex assemblages. These 
assemblages are further combined to form the overall behavior of the robot. The language 
includes operators that coordinate individual robots into cooperating groups. For clarity, this 
report describes the robot behaviors somewhat less formally than in this related work, but the 
same recursive philosophy applies. 
3.3 Baseline Assemblage Parameters 
Experimental results were generated for the tasks described in the previous Section by com-
paring performance of proposed robotic systems to baseline, or control, performance results. 
The baseline data was computed by first selecting a reasonable set of control parameters, then 
running a statistically significant number of simulations. Values for these parameters are based 
on previous research (2). In this section, the behaviors for executing the three tasks (Forage, 
Consume, and Graze) and their baseline parameters are described. 
At the highest level, the tasks themselves are assemblages which are represented as finite 
state acceptors (FSAs) consisting of several states. FSAs provide an easy means for both 
expressing and reasoning about behavioral sets by providing formal semantics (5]. Each state 
corresponds to a separate assemblage in which a constituent set of motor schemas is instantiated 
if that particular state is active. Perceptual Triggers cause transitions between states. Each 
active motor schema has a perceptual schema associated with it to provide the information 
necessary for the robot to interact with its environment. 
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3.3.1 Forage 
For the Forage task, the robots can be in one of th ree states: wander, acquire, and deliver. 
All robots begin in the wander state. If there are no at tractors within the robot's field of 
view, the robot remains in wander until one is encountered. When an attractor is encountered, 
a transition to the acquire state is triggered. While in the acquire state, the robot moves 
towards the attractor and when it is sufficiently close, attaches to it. The last state, deliver, is 
triggered when the robot attaches to the at tractor. While in the deliver state the robot carries 
the attractor back to home base. Upon reaching home base, the robot deposits the attractor 
there and reverts bark to the wander state. Figure 2 shows t.he FSA for Forage. 1 
For each stat€', the active schemas and their parameters are: 
• Wander State 
- noise: high gain, moderate persistence to cover a wide area of the environment. 
- avoid-static-obstacle for objects: sufficiently high to avoid collisions. 
- avoid-static-obstacle for robots 2 : moderately high repulsion to force individual 
robots apart and more efficiently cover the environment. 
- detect-a t tractor: perceptual schema that triggers the acquire state when the robot 
senses an attractor. 
• Acquire State 
- noise: low gain, to deal with local minima. 
- avoid-static-obstacle for objects: sufficiently high to avoid collisions. 
- avoid-static-obstacle for robots: very low gain, to allow robots to converge on 
the same attractor and thus cooperate, but avoid colliding with one another. 
- move-to-goal: high gain to move the robot to the detected attractor. 
- detect-attachment: a perceptual schema that t riggers a state transition to deliver 
when the robot is close enough to attach to the attractor. 
• Deliver State 
- noise: as in acquire, low gain to deal with local minima. 
- avoid-static-obstacle for objects: as in acquire, sufficiently high to avoid collisions. 
- avoid-static-obstacle for robots: same as in acquire. 
1This task was described earlier in (4). The "forage" state mentioned there corresponds to the "wander" 
state here. 
2 Avoid-static-obstacle is also used for non-threatening moving objects. Other schemas such as escape 
and dodge can be used for non-cooperative moving objects when appropriate. 
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- move-to-goal: high gain, with home base as the target. 
- detect-deposit : a perceptual schema that triggers a state change when the robot 
reaches home base. 
Specific values used for schema gains and parameters in this study are listed in Table 1 
(Sec. 6.3). 
Figure 2: The Forage FSA 
3.3.2 (;onsume 
The FSA and behaviors for the Consume task (Figure 3) are similar to those used in 
Forage. In fact , the schemas and their gains are identical in the wander and acquire states. 
The consume state, however, is unique to to this behavior. In the consume state, only one 
motor schema, consume-attractor is activated. It reduces the mass of the attractor at a 
fixed rate over time. When the attractor is fully consumed (mass zero) it is deactivated and 
the robot transitions back to the wander state. Table 1 shows the schema parameters for 
Consume. 
Figure 3: The Consume FSA 
3.3.3 Graze 
For the Graze task, the wander and acquire states are again similar to those of Forage and 
Consume. The primary difference is that detect-attractor in the wander state is replaced 
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with a similar detect-ungrazed-area schema. Detect-ungrazed-area has the same fixed 
sensor range as detect-attractor, but it detects ungraied areas instead of attractors. Each 
robot starts in the wander state and searches for ungrazed areas. Upon encountering one, it 
t ransitions to the acquire state and moves towards it. When the robot arrives at the graze 
site, it transitions to the graze state. The graze state is quite different from the corresponding 
states in the other FSAs. While in the !?raze state, the robot tends to move along its current 
heading as it "grazes" over a fixed swath of the environment. As long as there continues to be 
ungrazed areas directly ahead, the robot remains in the graze state. The active schemas for 
this state are: 
• noise: low gain, to deal with local minima. 
• avoid-static-obstacle for objects: high enough to avoid collisions. 
• avoid-static-obstacle for robots: very low, to allow robots to graze close by, but avoid 
collisions. 
• probe- moderate gain, to encourage the robot to keep moving along its current heading 
towards ungrazed areas. 
• graze- performs the actual graze operation over a fixed swath. 
• detect-grazed-area - perceptual schema that triggers a state change once the robot 
has completely grazed the local area.. 
For simulation purposes, Graze is implemented by maintaining and marking a. high reso-
lution grid corresponding to the environment. Initially, the entire grid is marked as ungrazed. 
As robots graze, they mark visited areas on the grid accordingly. 
Gains and parameters for each of the schemas active in the graze state are listed in Table 
1. 
Figure 4: The Graze FSA 
3 .4 Forms of Inter-agent Communication 
Three different types of communication are evaluated in this research. Using a. minimalist 
philosophy, the first type actually involves no direct communication between the agents. The 
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second type allows for the transmission of state information between agents in a manner similar 
to that found in display behavior in animals (13). The third type (goal communication) requires 
the transmitting agent to recognize and broadcast the location of an attractor when one is 
located within detectable range. Each of these forms of communication is described in more 
detail below. 
3.4.1 No Communication 
For this type of multiagent society no direct communication is allowed. The robots are 
able to discriminate internally three perceptual classes: other robots, attractors, and obstacles. 
None of this information, however, is communicated to other agents. Each robot must rely 
entirely upon its own perception of the world. Arkin has shown in previous work (2) that 
this basic information is enough to support cooperation in robot retrieval tasks (Forage). 
Cooperation in 'this context refers to the observed phenomena of recruitment, where multiple 
agents converge together to work on the same task. The baseline results show that cooperation 
also emerges in the Consume and Graze tasks as well. 
3.4.2 State Communication 
When state communication is permitted, robots are able to detect the internal state (wan-
der, acquire, or deliver) of other robots. For the results reported in this report, the communica-
tion is even simpler than that, where only one bit of data is transmitted: with zero indicative 
of an agent being in the wander state and one indicating that it is in any state other than 
wander (i.e., acquire, deliver, consume, or graze). In (4), this type of communication was shown 
to provide a distinct advantage over no communication for performance of the Forage task. 
Communication is often considered a deliberate act, but state communication is not necessarily 
"intentional" since information can be relayed by passive observation. The sender does not 
necessarily explicitly broadcast its state, but allows others to observe it. In nature this type of 
communication is demonstrated when an animal changes its posture or external appearance, 
such as a dog raising its hackles or exhibiting flight behavior in response to fear. 
To take advantage of state information in reactive control, the behavioral assemblages for 
each task are modified slightly. From a robot's point of view, the most important states to 
look for in another robot are those where the other robot has found an attractor or an area to 
graze; that means that the other robot has found useful work. If the robot goes to the same 
location , it is likely to find useful work as well, or at least be able to assist cooperatively. The 
appropriate states are acquire, deliver; consume, or graze ; in the wander state the robot has 
not yet found any work to do. 
For all three tasks, the behaviors are modified so that a robot will transition to acquire if 
it discovers another robot in acquire, deliver, consume, or graze. Since the robot may not yet 
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know the location of the attractor, it follows the other robot instead. Once the attractor is 
detectable it heads directly for it. 
3.4.3 Goal Communication 
Goal communication involves the transmission and reception of specific goal-oriented infor-
mation. Implementation on mobile robots requires data to be encoded, transmitted, received , 
and decoded. Goal communication differs from the other two levels in that the sender must 
deliberately send or broadcast the information. A natural example of this type of communi-
cation is found in the behavior of honeybees. When a bee discovers a rich source of nectar, it 
r('turns to the hive and communicates the location with a "dance" which encodes the direction 
and distance from the hive to the source. 
For reactive control, goal communication is implemented by modifying the behavioral as-
semblages in the same manner as described for state communication. However, instead of 
following the transmitting robot that discovered the attractor, a receiving robot moves di-
rectly toward the location of the attractor. The intent is that the agent may now follow a more 
direct path (beeline) to the attractor. 
This very rudimentary form of communication only broadcasts the goal that the trans-
mitting agent is involved with. Another mode of communication, not yet explored, involves 
the transmission of all detected attractors independent of whether the transmitting agent is 
already acquiring or delivering one. This would present more options for the receiving agent, 
perhaps choosing to move to the closest attractor independent of whether or not the trans-
mitting agent would benefit from its help. This additional form of communication is left for 
future work. 
3.4.4 Explicit versus Implicit Communication 
The implementation of goal and state communication requires explicit signaling and recep-
tion of the communicated information. State communication can be implemented simply by 
mounting a binary signal atop the robot which is either on or off depending on the robot's 
internal state. This communication, although trivial, is explicit as it requires the deliberate 
act of invoking the signal. 
Information pertinent to cooperation might be gathered by other means as well. The 
internal state of a robot could be inferred by observing its movement (e.g., recognizing a robot 
in the wander state due to apparent random movements), thereby placing a larger perceptual 
burden on the receiving agent. Robots can also communicate through their environment. In 
the graze task, robots leave evidence of their passage since the places they visit are modified. 
This fact is observable by the other robots. These types of communication are referred to as 
implicit since they do not require a deliberate act of transmission. 
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Implicit communication was found to be an important mode of cooperation in simulations 
of the graze task. Since this communication emerges from the interaction of the agent and the 
environment, it cannot be "turned off." Thus comparative analyses of performance with and 
without implicit communication are not meaningful. 
3.5 Simulation Environment 
The simulation environment should provide an accurate estimate of robot performance in 
the real world. Simulation is important because it offers a means to test many robot system 
configurations quickly. To be useful, the simulation must report performance in terms of the 
prescribed performance metric and realistically emulate the environment and the robot's inter-
action with it. Furthermore, the simulation must allow hardware, control, and environmental 
variables to be readily manipulated. 
The test environment for this research is written in C using the X Windows graphics 
package. The simulator has been a useful tool for other research in the Mobile Robot Lab 
at Georgia Tech, including (4 ,8,14,11,7) among others. Results generated in this simulation 
environment have routinely been demonstrated on actual mobile robots (e.g., [1,6,3,7]). Except 
for minor changes 3 , the present simulator is the same one used in these earlier projects. The 
simulator may be run in a visual mode, or in a text-only mode. The visual mode is used 
primarily for debugging and qualitative accessments. The text-only mode is used for multiple 
runs to gather extensive statistical data. 
Each robot is an identical holonomic vehicle which is controlled by one of the task assem-
blages described above. Each agent's current state, however, is dependent solely on its own 
perception. The robotic agents execute their tasks in a 64 x 64 unit environment. The units are 
dimensionless, but for convenience of comparison to real robot implementations they represent 
one foot. Time is measured in steps. Each step is one iteration of the program that calculates 
the robots' next positions. The robots are able to sense their location in the environment , 
and detect obstacles, attractors and other robots within a fixed radius field of view. They 
are able to grasp and carry attractors, consume attractors, or graze as the task dictates. The 
simulation automatically enforces the limits and rules set forth in the task specifications, as 
well as sensor/actuator limits. The robots are allowed to move without restriction within the 
3 The differences are in three areas: 1} How test scenarios are generated, 2) What happens when robots fail 
to complete the task, and 3) Restrictions on robot movement. In the new simulator, obstacles are not allowed to 
overlap one another. Previously, this was allowed, resulting in a less accurate accounting of obstacle coverage. 
For this research robots are initially placed in the center of the environment, at home base. In earlier research 
they were placed randomly about the environment. The authors believe a single starting location for all robots 
is more likely in real world implementations. The previous simulator allowed runs not to exceed a maximum of 
2000 steps. If a run exceeded this time limit it was halted and discarded. Here the limit is raised to 8000 steps 
and runs that timeout are counted as taking 8000 time steps. In the new simulator, robots are not allowed to 
move outside the visual boundaries of the environment, as was previously the case. 
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64 x 64 environment, but they may not move outside of it. 
3.5.1 The P erforma nce Metr ic 
What is "performance"? Since one goal of this research is to report the impact of com-
munication on robotic societies, performance must be objectively measurable. Selection of a 
performance metric is important because these metrics are often in competition - i.e., cost 
versus reliability. Some potential metrics for multiagent robotic systems are: 
• Cost - Build a system to accomplish the task for the minimum cost. This may be 
appropriate for many industrial tasks. Use of this metric will tend to reduce the cost of 
the system and minimize the number of robots used. 
• T ime - Build a system to accomplish the task in minimum time. This metric will 
lead to a solution calling for the maximum number of robots that can operate without 
interference. 
• E nergy - Complete the task using the smallest amount of energy. This is appropriate 
in situations where energy stores are limited , e.g., space or undersea applications. 
• R eliability /Survivability - Build a system that will have the greatest probability to 
complete the task even at the expense of time or cost. This may be useful for certain 
strategic military applications. 
The task metric can also be a numeric combination of several measurements. Whatever the 
metric is, it must be measurable, especially in simulation. For this research , time to complete 
the task was chosen as the primary performance metric. It is easily and accurately measurable 
and conforms to what is frequently thought of as performance. No claim is made however 
that this is the "best" metric; robot path length or energy consumption may be equally useful. 
In the simulation studies described herein, performance is measured by counting how many 
iterations the simulation program executes before the task is completed. 
There are a few initial conditions for some tasks that prevent the robots from completing it. 
For example, if an attractor was somehow placed within a circle of obstacles, the robots would 
never be able to reach it. Such a scenario is not solvable by any robot system without the 
capacity to move the obstacles. Other scenarios, however, may ultimately be solvable, but may 
potentially defeat the purely reactive strategies presented here. To provide for these situations, 
the simulation is allowed to continue for 8000 steps before fajlure is declared. Since most runs 
complete in less than 2000 steps, it is highly likely that the system will never complete the 
task if it does not do so before failure is declared. The objective is to evaluate the impact 
communication makes on performance, so it is not important to know why the system failed, 
just to measure how it improves with communication. In cases of failure, the run is recorded 
as having taken 8000 steps. This approach reports optimistic performance since the run might 
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never have completed (infinite steps). But, to show improvement over a failure case, the system 
must actually complete the task and in less than 8000 steps. 
3.5.2 Environmental Factors 
As much as can be known about the target system's operating environment should be 
incorporated into the design process for the control system. If these factors are known a 
priori, they can be included in the simulation. Important environmental factors include: 
• Mobility factors: Is the terrain mountainous or fiat? What percent of the environment 
is served by roadways? 
• Obstacle coverage: What percent of the environment is cluttered with obstacles? 
• Metric a priori knowledge: Does the robot have a good map of the area or is it 
completely unknown? 
• Static or dynamic: Is the environment filled with moving objects, thus reducing the 
utility of maps, or is the environment a static one? 
For this study, a static flat environment with randomly scattered obstacles is assumed. No 
a priori knowledge of the obstacles' location is available. Obstacle coverage is varied from 5% 
to 20% of the total area, with 15% as a baseline. 
3.5.3 Motor and Sensor Constraints 
As a step in the robot system design methodology, realistic bounds on the expected motor 
and sensor' capabilities of robots are set. These bounds help reduce the search space for an 
optimum solution. The affect of communication on performance is the main thrust of this 
research, so fixed values representing the expected performance of the robots were used. If the 
goal were to determine optimal sensor or motor requirements, those parameters could be varied 
as well. Table 1 shows the experimental motor and sensor values used in the simulations. 
3.6 Baseline Results and Analysis Tools 
To build a baseline database of performance measurements, a configuration of environment, 
control, and task parameters was selected empirically (Table 1). The baseline database serves 
as a control for comparison in the evaluation of the communication experiments described 
below. The database is generated by running the simulation using the baseline configuration 
parameters for each of the three tasks: Forage, Consume, and Graze. For each task, the 
number of robots and the number of attractor objects (or percentage of graze coverage) is 
varied. For each combination of robots and attractors, a measure of performance is taken by 
timing runs on 30 different randomly generated scenarios. Overall performance is the average 
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of those 30 runs. For each run , the simulation records the number of steps taken, and whether 
or not the run timed-out (failed). 
The baseline performance measurements were made with no communication allowed be-
tween the robots. This control is then compared with the performance in each of the three 
tasks when state or goal communication is allowed. From these comparisons, one can see 
quantitatively how these modes of communication impact performance. 
3.6.1 Basic Performance 
Performance data is visualized as a 3-dimensional surface with the X axis reflecting the 
number of robots and the Y axis indicating the number of attractors or percent coverage4 
(see Figure 5). The Z, or height, axis shows the average time to complete the task for that 
combination of robots and attractors (smaller numbers are indicative of better performance). 
The plots for all three tasks share a similar shape. Notice that the back left corner is 
the highest point on the three surfaces. This is expected since that location represents the 
case where one robot by itself must complete the most work (seven attractors for forage and 
consume, 95% coverage for graze). Similarly, the right front is the lowest point, since the 
largest number of robots (five) complete the least amount of work (one attractor). It is also 
apparent for all three tasks that performance initially improves sharply as more robots are 
added, but then tapers off. In some cases, performance does not improve much at all with 
more than 4 robots. This is important if robots are expensive. 
To illustrate, suppose a robotic system for the Forage task should be both fast and inex-
pensive. Performance is then a combination of the time to complete the task and the cost 
of the system. Ultimately, the designer must balance the importance of cost versus speed of 
completion, but one approach is to amortize the cost of the robotic system over its expected 
lifet ime. Thus the cost of one run is the overall cost divided by the expected number of runs. 
For this example, suppose the amortized cost of each robot per run is valued the same as 300 
time sterys, Then if N is the number of robots, and T is the time to complete the task, the 
ov~rall performance is: 
P = N•300+T (1) 
Using timing measurements taken for Forage and adding in amortized cost, a three dimensional 
surface is generated for the new performance metric (Figure 6). A system with two robots is 
generally best for three or more attractors. If the environment is expected to contain only one 
or two at tractors, one robot is the best choice. Even though more robots may be faster , the 
overall goals of the designer may call for fewer. 
4 For Graze, the percent of area to be grazed is varied in increments of 13.57%. This allows the difficulty to 
be varied in seven discrete steps from 13.57% to 95%. Results can be directly compared to Forage and Consume 
tasks with one to seven attractors. 
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Factor Baseline Experimental Range 
Task Factors 
Number of attractors - 1 to 7 
Mass of attractors 5 avg 1 to 8 
Graze Coverage 95% 13% to 95% 
Environmental Factors 
Obstacle Coverage 15% 10% to 25% 
Obstacle radius - 1.0 to 4.0 
Number of Robots - 1 to 5 
Sensor and Motor Constraints 
Maximum Velocity 2 ft./step fixed 
At.tractor Sensor Range 20ft fixed 
Obstacle Sensor Range 20ft fixed 
Communication Range 100ft fixed 
Communication Type No No,State,Goal 
Graze Swath 2ft fixed 
Consume Rate 0.01 units/step fixed 
Control Parameters 
Obstacle Sphere of Influence 5 ft fixed 
Obstacle Repulsion Gain 1.0 fixed 
Robot Repulsion Sphere 20ft fixed 
Robot Repulsion Gain (wander) 0.5 fixed 
Robot Repulsion Gain (acquire) 0.1 fixed 
Robot Repulsion Gain (deliver, graze) 0.1 fixed 
Move-to-Goal Gain (acquire) 1.0 fixed 
Move-to-Goal Gain (deliver) 1.0 fixed 
Probe Gain (graze) 1.0 fixed 
Table 1 : Experimental Parameter Values. Unless noted otherwise, the values are the same 
for all three tasks. 
3.6.2 Speedup 
Another effective tool is speedup measurement. A plot of speedup reveals how much more 
efficient several robots are than just one in completing a task. If P(i, j) is the performance for 
i robots and j attractors, the speedup at that point is: 
fi.Wl 
S(i,j) = P[bj (2) 
So, if two robots complete the task exactly twice as fast as one robot, speedup is 1.0 
{higher numbers are better). Mataric introduced a similar metric of robot performance in 
(12]. Anywhere speedup is equal to 1.0, the performance is said to be linear. Superlinear 
performance is greater than 1.0, and sublinear is less than 1.0. Realize, however, that in 
some cases more robots will be faster for actual task completion t ime, but still offer sublinear 
speedup. 
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Figure 5: Time to complete the Forage, Consume, and Graze tasks for one to five robots 
and one to seven attractors with no communication. 
Figure 6: Optimizing in Forage for time and cost. Performance here is defined as time to 
complete the task plus the number of robots times 300 (no communication). 
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Figure 7 shows speedup plots for Forage, Consume, and Graze without communication. 
Note that speedup for all tasks is generally higher for larger numbers of attractors. Researchers 
in other branches of computer science have found that randomized search tasks are often 
completed in superlinear time on parallel systems (9]. Since the wander behavior used in all 
three tasks essentially solves a randomized search task, it is not surprising that performance is 
superlinear when this behavior is heavily utilized, as is the case when there are large numbers 
of attractors . 
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Figure 7: Speedup in the Forage, Consume, and Graze tasks for one to five robots and one 
to seven attractors (no communication). 
Surprisingly, speedup in the Consume task is sublinear at all but one point (Figure 7b). 
The behavior in the consume state can at most offer linear speedup (the limit is set by the 
specification of the task). So an environment with massive attractors will force the speedup to 
be limited near 1.0. This hypothesis was tested by reducing the average mass of the attractors, 
then rerunning the simulations. In the baseline runs, attractor mass varies from 2.0 to 8.0 units, 
but for these experimental runs, mass was reduced to 1.0 to 4.0 units. Reducing attractor mass 
allows the robots to spend more time wandering (a superlinear task) instead of consuming (at 
most linear). The speedup for Consume with lower mass attractors is shown in Figure 8. At 
every point on the surface, speedup is better for low mass attractors than for high mass. In 
fact, in many cases speedup is superlinear. 
Speedup in the Graze task is superlinear at all but three points on the surface (Figure 7). 
In the very worst case, speedup dips to 0.97. Situations requiring a high percentage of graze 
coverage result in the best speedup; the peak is 1.21 for five robots and 95% coverage. In cases 
where high graze coverage is required, robots spend more time in wander as they look for the 
last bit of area to graze. Ag~n, since wander is a superlinear time task, the best speedups 
should be expected for those regimes. 
Speedup results are summarized in Table 2. 
3.6.3 Timeouts 
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Task Avg. Speedup Best Worst 
Forage 0.93 1.15 0.64 
Consume 0.82 1.01 0.65 
Consume(low mass) 0.89 1.26 0.66 
Graze 1.07 1.21 0.97 
Table 2: Summary of speedup data for three tasks . 
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Figure 8: Side by side comparison of speedup in the Consume task (without communication). 
Performance with attractors of average mass 5.0 (left) and 2.5 (right). 
~,. ....... ~ •• , ......... '"' .,. ... ( ... C-.-) 
Figure 9: Frequency of timeouts (percent) in the Forage, Consume, and Graze tasks for one 
to five robots and one to seven attractors (no communication). 
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A timeout occurs when a simulation run exceeds a time limit (for these experiments, the 
limit is 8000 steps) . A timeout mechanism is necessary to avoid lockups in infinite loops in 
the event the society is unable to complete the task for that particular world. Frequency of 
timeouts for each combination of robots and attractors is measured and plotted in Figure 9. 
The frequency of timeouts serves primarily as a measure of data quality. In situations where 
timeout frequency is higher, the experimenter cannot know for sure how long the runs would 
have taken if they were allowed to complete. Some runs may have completed while others may 
have run indefinitely. When there are relatively few timeouts, the performance is known with 
greater certainty. As would be expected, most timeouts occur when fewer robots must solve a 
task with more attractors or a higher graze coverage requirement. 
3.6.4 Summary of Baseline Results 
Baseline results serve as a control for experimental comparison in assessing the impact of 
other communication modes on performance. It is important to derive and understand fully 
these basic results before testing more complex robot configurations. Important results for the 
baseline configuration are: 
• For a given number of attractors, more robots complete a task faster than fewer robots. 
• For a given number of robots, it takes longer to complete a task with more attractors. 
• Some performance metrics may result in a system that is optimized with lower numbers 
of robots than for other metrics. 
• Speedup is greater in scenarios where larger numbers of attractors are present. 
• Speedup in the Consume task is mostly sublinear, but can be superlinear for lower mass 
at tractors. 
• Speedup in the Graze task is mostly superlinear. 
• Timeouts occur more often for low numbers of robots and high numbers of attractors. 
3. 7 Results with Communication 
3.7.1 Communication in the Forage Task 
Figure 10 shows a typical simulation run of two robots foraging for seven attractors with 
no, state, and goal communication. Inspecting the images from left to right reveals an apparent 
improvement in the "orderliness" of the robots' paths. The quantitative experimental results 
summarized in Table 3.7.3 confirm these qualitative impressions. 
Figure Sa shows a typical performance plot for Forage, in this case for no communica-
tion (better performance is lower). Each data point represents 30 different simulation runs. 
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The plots for no, state, a.nd goa.l communication a.re quite similar in contour but there is im-
provement in performance evidenced by lower surfaces a.s the communication becomes more 
complex. The statistical a.na.lysis in Table 3.7.3 summarizes these observations. 
To quantify the difference between performance with a.nd without communication, a. perfor-
mance ratio plot is computed (Fig. 11). At each point, the performance with communication is 
divided by the performance without communication. Results greater than 1.0 imply improved 
performance. For instance, a. va.lue of 1.1 indicates 10% improvement. For a.ll the cases tested, 
State communication improved performance in the Forage ta.sk an average of 16%. On the 
average, goal communication is 3% better tha.n state communication in the Forage ta.sk. 
3. 7.2 Communication in the Consume Task 
The impact of communication on performance of the Consume ta.sk is similar to tha.t 
in Forage. Figure 12 shows a. typical simulation of two robots consuming seven attractors 
with no, state, a.nd goa.! communication. A surprising result is tha.t the simulation with goa.! 
communication actually takes longer tha.n the one with state communication. This slight 
increase in run time with goa.! versus state communication is typical for this ta.sk. 
A representative example of the ba.sic performance da.ta. for simulations of the Consume 
ta.sk is plotted in Figure 5b. Again, the contours for a.ll three forms of communication are 
quite similar. A comparative analysis reveals that on the a.vera.ge, state communication offers 
a. 10% performance a.dva.nta.ge over no communication. Goa.! communication is 4% worse on 
the a.vera.ge tha.n state communication. Goal communication, however, is still 6% better tha.n 
no communication a.t a.ll. Table 3.7.3 summarizes these results. 
No Communication State Communication Goal Communication 
Figure 10: Typical run for Forage ta.sk No (left) , State (center), a.nd Goal (right) Commu-
nication. The simulations required 5145, 4470 and 3495 steps, respectively, to complete. 
Recall tha.t speedup in the Consume ta.sk is linked to a.ttractor mass. Attractor mass 
ma.y a.lso impact the benefit of communication. Analysis of the da.ta. from runs with low mass 
a.ttractors reveals tha.t goa.! communication performance is almost indistinguishable from tha.t 
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of state communication (1% worse). Future research may determine if this result is just an 
anomaly or if environmental and task parameters might shift this trend . 





Figure 11: Performance ratio plot for the Forage task for Goal versus State communication. 
No Communication State Communication Goal Communication 
• 
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Figure 12: The Consume task with No, State, and Goal Communication. The simulations 
required 9200, 8340 and 8355 steps, respectively, to complete. 
3. 7.3 Communication in the Graze Task 
The surprising result from Graze task simulations is that communication hardly helps at 
all. Plots of basic performance data for each of the different levels of communication are not 
shown because they are visually identical (see Figure 5c for the case with no communication). 
On average, state communication is only 1% better than no communication. Performance 
with goal communication is virtually indistinguishable from that with state communication 
(0% difference). Table 3.7.3 summarizes these results. 
As robots graze they inevitably leave a record of their passage: the graze swath. This 
physical change in the environment is actually a form of implicit communication. The robots 
leave marks that advise others where work has or has not been completed. This result is 
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Task Average Improvement Best Worst 
Forage 
State vs No Communication 16% 66% -5% 
Goal vs No Communication 19% 59% -7% 
Goal vs State Communication 3% 34% -19% 
Consume 
State vs No Communication 10% 46% -9% 
Goal vs No Communication 6% 44% -16% 
Goal vs State Communication -4% 5% -30% 
Goal vs State (low mass attractors) -1% 23% -19% 
Graze 
State vs No Communication 1% 19% 0% 
Goal vs No Communication 1% 19% 0% 
Goal vs State Communication 0% 0% 0% 
Table 3: Summary of performance ratios for no, state and goal communication. 
important because it implies that for tasks where such implicit communication is available, 
explicit communication is unnecessary. 
3.7.4 Summary of Results with Communication 
The performance improvements each type of communication offers for each task are sum-
marized in Table 3. Several important conclusions may be drawn: 
• Communication improves performance significantly in tasks with little implicit commu-
nication (Forage and Consume). 
• Communication appears unnecessary in tasks for which implicit communication exists 
(Graze). 
• More complex communication strategies (Goal) offer little benefit over basic (State) 
communication for these tasks (i.e., display behavior is a rich communication method). 
3.8 Results on Mobile Robots 
The ultimate goal of this research is a working multiagent robotic system; simulation serves 
only as a development tool. To demonstrate the simulation results, and to move towards 
a completely functional society, the behaviors for Forage, Consume, and Graze must be 
instantiated on mobile robots. The target system is a group of three Denning mobile robots, 
George, Ren , and Stimpy. They each have three-wheeled kinematically holonomic suspensions 
and a ring of 24 ultrasonic range sensors. George, is <!- DRV-1; Ren and Stimpy are MRV-2s. 
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Initial results were obtained by porting tasks to Driver, a menu-driven motor schema-based 
reactive control system written in C. 
3.8.1 Forage 
The Forage task was ported and tested on Ren and Stimpy. Most of the required schemas 
had already been coded in Driver, but the lack of an existing omnidirectional sensor system 
for attractor and robot detection complicated matters. The problem was circumvented by 
simulating the sensor within an embedded perceptual schema utilizing shaft encoder data. 
Spatial locations of attractors and moving robots are maintained in continuously updated 
shared files. Fidelity is maintained by coding the perceptual schema so that it does not 
"reveal" the location of attractors or other robots until they are within sensor range. 
A test with one robot , Ren, is depicted in Figure 13. The sequence shown was first video-
taped and then images were captured for print from that tape later. Telemetry from the run 
is shown at t he right of Figure 13. Initially, Ren is set up at home base. Two attractors 
are available for collection, marked by circles on the floor in the foreground and background. 
Another inactive robot, Stimpy is just off to the left. Even though Stimpy was not involved in 
the task directly, the avoid-static-obstacle schema for robot to robot repulsion was active 
on Ren. 
Except for sensor range, parameters were set as in the baseline simulations (Table 1). Since 
the test area is rather small , attractor sensor range was reduced from 20 to 10 feet. This value, 
nonetheless, prevented Ren from immediately sensing both attractors at home base. 
Figure 13: A Denning robot, Ren, demonstrates the Forage task (left). Ren tags an attractor 
(center). Telemetry from the Single-Agent Forage demonstration is shown at right. Home base 
is in the center. Two attractors are located on the left and right. The inactive robot Stimpy 
is in the lower left. 
The foreground attractor is eight feet from home base, so at the start of the test it is 
immediately visible. Ren moves towards it and "tags" it in Figure 13. The notional attractor 
is carried back to home base. Ren transitions to wander. Note that the other robot, Stimpy, 
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is located between Ren and the remaining at tractor. Since wander includes a strong robot 
to robot repulsion, Ren continues to search away from the attractor. The assumption is 
that Stimpy would search the rest of the space, but since Stimpy is inactive and there is no 
communication present, the at tractor might take an inordinate amount of time to be discovered. 
A human steps in to help. The human is able to herd Ren towards the attractor by placing his 
hands near the ultrasonic sensors. Once Ren gets within 10 feet of the attraetor, it transitions 
to acquire (the human leaves) , and then the robot tags it. Finally, the attractor is deposited 
at home base. 
A two robot run of the Forage task is shown in Figure 14. Again, the parameters are 
those from the baseline simulation runs, except for the attractor sensor range which was set 
at 10 feet. The minimum range a robot could approach an obstacle was set at two feet. There 
are three attractors (boxes) and one obstacle (chair) in the environment. Both robots were 
initialized at h<:>me base. This run was made without communication. At the beginning of 
the run (Fig. 14), the robots enter the wander state, and are repulsed by each other. They 
immediately detect separate attractors. After tagging their respective attractors, the robots 
deliver them to home base. Again the robots cycle to wander. Only one at tractor remains 
(in the foreground). The attractor is within Ren's sensor range, but outside Stimpy's, so Ren 
approaches it alone. As Ren returns the attractor to home base, it carries it within Stimpy's 
sensor range. Stimpy responds by approaching Ren and helping to deliver the attractor. A 
(hand-drawn) reconstruction of this run is shown in Figure 15. 
3.8.2 Communication modes and Consume 
All three levels of communication for the Consume task have been implemented and tested 
on Ren and Stimpy. A scenario for the two robots with one attractor was used in testing 
the Consume behavior (Figure 16). Although the scenario is simple it serves to illustrate the 
advantages of and the qualitative differences between the three levels communication previously 
described. Runs on mobile robots are directly compared with simulatio~s of the same scenario 
in Figure 16. 
In the test scenario, two robots and one attractor are arranged so that one robot is imme-
diately within sensor range of the attractor, while the other is just outside sensor range. In the 
simulations, the attractor is 20 feet from the lower robot. If no communication is allowed, one 
robot should initially move towards the attractor. The other robot should move away, due to 
inter-robot repulsion. If communication is allowed, both robots should initially move towards 
the attractor since at least one of them senses it. 
These predictions are borne out in the simulations shown in the top row of Figure 16. The 
simulations were run in the environment described earlier using the baseline control parameters 
(Table 1). In the case of No Communication, Robot 1 immediately moves to the attractor and 
begins consuming it (top left). Robot 2 moves away, and continues to search for attractors in 
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Figure 14: Two Denning robots, Ren and Stimpy, demonstrate the Forage task (upper left). 
Ren tags an attractor (upper right). Stimpy "tags" an attractor (lower left). Ren and Stimpy 
deliver the attractors to home base (lower right). 
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the wander state. Eventually it too falls within sensor range of the a.ttractor, moves towards it, 
and helps consume it. In the ca.se of State C.ommunica.tion (top center), Robot 1 again initially 
moves towards the a.ttractor. Robot 2 begins to follow it (dotted line) , then transitions to the 
acquire state (solid line) when it comes within sensor range of the a.ttractor. Finally, in the 
ca.se of Goal Communication (top right), both robots immediately move to the a.ttractor and 
consume it. A qualitative difference between State and Goal Communication is visible in the 
paths Robot 2 takes to the a.ttractor in Figure 16 (top row). With State Communication, 
Robot 2, initially outside sensor range of the a.ttractor, makes a. curved path to the a.ttractor 
since it can only follow Robot 1 initially (top center) . When Goal Communication is allowed, 
however, Robot 2 can proceed directly to the a.ttractor (top right). 
Now compare the simulations (top row) with runs on the robots Ren and Stimpy (bottom 
row). Since the sensor range of the robots is set at 10 feet, the scenario wa.s altered for runs on 
mobile robots so that the a.ttractor is only 10 feet away from the lower robot. The telemetry is 
shown at half the scale of the simulated runs to account for the smaller scale of the scenario. 
Qualitatively, performance for mobile robots with No Communication is quite similar to 
simulated performance (Figure 16 bottom left). Initially, Ren does not sense the a.ttractor and 
explores the left side of the laboratory instead. But eventually, it comes within sensor range 
and moves to the a.ttractor. When State Communication is allowed Ren follows Stimpy to 
the attractor, making a. curved path (bottom center). Finally, when Goal Communication is 













Figure 15: A reconstruction (from above) of the Forage demonstration. 
The path of the lower robot for the cases of State and Goal Communication is somewhat 
different in simulation than on mobile robots. On mobile robots, the lower robot curves away 
from the upper robot much more than in simulation. This is a. result of two factors. First, the 
scale of the telemetry re-creations are half that of the simulations. Thus, the effects of inter-
robot repulsion are visually exaggerated. Second, the perceptual process for obstacle detection 
(a. ring of ultrasonic sensors) is not sophisticated enough to ignore robots: robots are detected 
a.s robots and a.s obstacles. The repulsion between them is further exaggerated. This problem 
will be resolved as better omnidirectional sensors and perceptual processes are incorporated 
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into our research. 
3.9 Technical Summary 
The impact of communication on performance in reactive multiagent robotic systems has 
been investigated through extensive simulation studies. Performance results for three generic 
tasks illustrate how task and environment can affect communication payoffs. Initial results 
from testing on mobile robots are shown to support the simulation studies. 
The principal results for these tasks are: 
• Communication improves performance significantly m tasks with little environmental 
communication. 
• Communication is not essential in tasks which include implicit communication. 
• More complex communication strategies offer little or no benefit over low-level commu-
nication. 
More detailed conclusions appear earlier in this report. 
Future work involves three major research thrusts. The first is concerned with societal per-
formance in fault-tolerant multiagent robotic systems; where unreliable communication may 
be present and the robotic agents have the potential for failure. The second research thrust in-
volves integrating humans more effectively with the control of a society through teleoperation. 
The last area includes developing novel methods for formalizing and expressing multiagent 
robotic systems with the goals of producing tools which will facilitate their use and to es-
tablish formally provable properties (i.e., necessary and sufficient conditions) regarding their 
specifications. 
4. Project Assessment 
The following section critiques our progress towards satisfying each of the stated project 
goals in the original proposal as stated in Section 2.1. 
• The research on establishing our baseline results provided us an understanding of the 
limits of multi-agent robots in the absence of communication (see Section 3.6.4). 
• Two additional communication protocols were analyz~: state and goal communication 
(Section 3.4). These were tested for homogeneous multi-agent robotic teams. Unfortu-
nately time did not permit us to pursue other social organizations and this is left for 
future work. 
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Figure 16: Comparison of simulated C onsume task runs (top row) with runs on mobile robots 
(bottom row). 
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• The system was fielded on both our Denning Mobile Robots and on a team of small 
robots for the AAAI Mobile Robot competition (see next Section). 
Most of the project goals were satisfied and an exciting agenda for future research was laid 
out. Follow-on funding from ARPA (see next Section) will enable us to continue to pursue this 
important avenue of research. 
5. Technology transfer 
Several different means were pursued for propagating the results of this project beyond 
our own laboratory's boundaries. These involved efforts with Industry, Academia, and the 
Department of Defense. These results are summarized below. 
1. AT&TjCIMS Intelligent Manufacturing Laboratory 
Prof. Arkin served as Director of the above-name laboratory for the last two years and 
was able to leverage contributions from AT&T to construct a team of small robots that 
were entered in the AAAI competition below. This provided visibility within AT&T and 
their corporate sponsor provided strong support and encouragemnt for this effort. 
2. AAAI Mobile Robot Competition 
In the summer of 1994 a team of 10 students (lead by Mr. Tucker Balch, the Graduate 
Research Assistant funded under this project) from three different disciplines (Computer 
Science, Mechanical Engineering, and Electrical Engineering) constructed three small 
robots that were tasked to clean up an office-like arena. Our team won the competition. 
An article summarizing these results appears on the following page. 
3. CIMS lAB 
Twice per year we have had the opportunity to present our research before the Georgia 
Tech Computer Integrated Manufacturing Systems Program's Industrial Advisory Board. 
This has included actual demonstrations of our robotic hardware in operation. 
4. ARPA/ONR Grant 
The results of this research is now being applied in the context of ARPA 's Demo II mission 
and will be fielded on as many as four HUMMV's operating at Fort Hood in the summer 
of 1996 and carrying out military scout missions. Our particular role in that multi-
university /industry project is to provide formation behaviors, teleautonomous control 
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6. Publications and Presentations to date resulting from this Award 
6.1 Published Papers 
• Balch, T. and Arkin, R.C., "Communication in Reactive Multiagent Robotic Systems", 
Autonomous Robots, Vol. 1, No. 1, pp. 27-52, 1994. 
• Arkin, R.C. and MacKenzie, D. , "Temporal Coordination of Perceptual Algorithms for 
Mobile Robot Navigation", IEEE 1hmsactions on Robotics and Automation, Vol. 10, 
No. 3, June 1994, pp. 276-286. 
• Arkin, R.C. and Ali, K., "Integration of Reactive and Telerobotic Control in Multi-
agent Robotic Systems", Proc. Third International Conference on Simulation of Adaptive 
Behavior, {SAB94} {From Animals to Animats}, Brighton, England, Aug. 1994, pp. 473-
478. 
• MacKenzie, D. and Arkin, R.C., "Formal Specification for Behavior-based Mobile Robots", 
Mobile Robots VIII, Boston, MA, Nov. 1993, pp. 94-104. 
• Arkin, R.C., Balch, T., and Nitz, E., "Communication of Behavioral State in Multi-agent 
Retrieval Tasks", Proc. 1993 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Automa-
tion, Atlanta, GA, May 1993, Vol. 3, pp. 588-594. 
• Arkin, R.C. and Hobbs, J.D. , "Dimensions of Communication and Social Organization 
in Multi-Agent Robotic Systems", From animals to animats 2: Proc. 2nd International 
Conference on Simulation of Adaptive Behavior, Honolulu, HI, Dec. 1992, MIT Press, 
pp. 486-493. 
• Balch, T. and Boone, G. and Collins, T. and Forbes, H. and MacKenzie, D. and San-
tamaria, J .", "lo, Ganymede and Callisto- a Multiagent Robot Trash-collecting Team", 
submitted to AI Magazine, 1994. 
6.2 Invited Talks (no proceedings) 
• AMCA/IEEE International Workshop on Neural Networks Applied to Control and Image 
Processing, "Control and Communication for Reactive Multirobot Systems", Mexico 
City, Nov. 1994. 
• Emory University Psychology Seminar, "Reactive Multi-agent Robotic Systems", At-
lanta, GA, Nov. 1994. 
• 14th UGV /Demo II ARPA Workshop, "Cooperating Multi-agent Reactive Robotic Sys-
tems", Vail, CO, March 1994. 
• Georgia: State University Biology Seminar, "Cooperating Multi-agent Reactive Robotic 
Systems", Atlanta, GA, Jan. 1994. 
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• Conference on Prera.tiona.l Intelligence, "Cooperating Multi-agent Reactive Robotic Sys-
tems: Experimenting with Autonomous Agents", University of Bielefeld, Germany, Nov. 1993. 
• X National Conference on Artificial Intelligence, "Multi-agent Reactive Robotic Sys-
tems", Mexico City, Sept. 1993. 
• IJCAI Workshop on Dynamically Interacting Robots, "Communication in Multi-agent 
robotic systems: When is enough enough?", Panel Discussion (moderator and presenter) 
on Communication in Multi-agent Robotic Systems, 19th International Joint Conference 
on Artificial Intelligence, Cha.mbery, France, Aug. 1993. 
• 1993 NSF Coordination Theory a.nd Collaboration Technology Workshop, "Cooperation 
a.nd Communication in Multi-agent Reactive Robotic Systems", Arlington , VA, July 
1993. 
• 1993 IEEE Interna.tiona.l Conference on Robotics a.nd Automation, "Birds do it (flock), 
Bees do it (swarm) , Even Educated Fleas Do it (Circus)", workshop on "Needs for 
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